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In recent )’cars fish has come to be regarcled as a health food. The result is
an increase in fish consumption throughout the world. In h’eland annual per
capita fish consumption increased by 1.2 kg or by 21 per cent between 1980
and 1987. Over the same period per capita consumption of the red meats
beef, mutton and lamb declined by 5.9 kg or by about 16 per cent. Pig and
pouhr), meat consunlption however increased over dmse years.

Tile increased demand for fish has put pressure on fish stocks and a
considerable amount of exploratory fishing is being carried out b)’ EC
countries in an eflbrt to locate new iishing grounds and new species. Ireland
is taking part in these explorations and fishermen are purchasing larger and
larger boats to fish for new species like blue whiting and argentines (silver
smelt). Most fish are now fetching relatively good prices particularly white
fish species which seem to have grown scarce in recent years due no doubt to
overfishing in em’lier years.

The purpose of this paper is to look at the h’ish sea fishing industry in
order to describe what has been happening in recent years and to make
suggestions for flmlre policies.

The work is divided into seven chapters, with an introduction and an

appendix. Chapter I gives details of fish landings in recent years, including
the development of fish farming (aquacuhure). It also shows the labour force
employed in different sectors of tile industry, discusses the regional
importance of sea fishing and describes the structure of the fishing fleet.

Chapter 2 shows the average price per Ionne for the more common fish
species for the years 1973-1987. Sahnon prices arc examined in some detail in
view of the rapid growth in recent years of farmed sahnon. Indices of
producer prices for demersal, pelagic and shellfish (constructed for" the first
time for this paper) are compared with similar indices for fat caule, sheep.
pigs and with consumer prices.

Chapter 3 deals with the utilisation of dae catch in recent vears showing
the quantities sold fi’esh, fi’ozen, smoked, preserved and made into fishmeal.
The disposal of fish in the state as between imports, exports and home
consumption is shown in this chapter also.

Chapter 4 describes tile market for Irish fish and examines tile fish
processing sector. The difficulties facing white fish processors at the prcscm
time are discussed and suggestions made as to how d~c processing sector
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might be strengthened.
The scope for developing the catching sector is discttssed in Chapter 5.

Since this scope is highly dependent on the EC policies, the Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP) is described in some detail. Catch projections for 1991
based on Bord lascaigh Mhara’s latest fishery plan are given and nlethocls of
achieving these projections are discussed.

The relationship between value added in sea fishing and State expenditure
on this sector is examined in Chapter 6. Similar relationships for agriculture
and industry are shown for comparative purposes.

Conclusions and recommendations are given in Chapter 7 where con-
siderable attention is devoted to the processing sector and to the information
reqnirements of the indnstr,v. The appendix contains a number of detailed
tables.

Though the EC Colqtlmon Fisheries Policy is described in some detail in
Chapter 5, brief reference to certain aspects o1" this policy have of necessity to

be made in earlier chapters. As these references may be confusing for some
readers, a short description of some EC policies is given below.

The Quota SysteTn
To prevent overfishing, Total Allowable Catches (TACs) are Iixed 13}, the

EC each year for certain fish species within the diffcrent zones of the
Community waters. The TACs in the different zones are then allocated
between the member states in the form of quotas. The species of interest to

h’eland which are under quota are sole, plaice, n~cgrim, cod, haddock, hake,
wl3iting, saithe, pollack, herring, mackerel and Dublin Bay prawns. Some of
the more important non-.quota species caught by Irish fishermen are: horse
mackerel, sprats, blue whiting, argentines, brill, turbot, dabs, ray/skate, clog
fish and all the shellfish except Dublin Bay Prawns. There is no limit placed
on the amottnt of these species which may be caught in EC waters. The
inethod of fixing and allocating the quotas is described in Chapter 5.

The Withdrazval System
Since 1982, export refttnds are not available for fish exports to third

countries. Furthermore, the EC market is relatively unprotected against
imports from third countries. Imports of fish raw material enter the market
at either zero or very low rates of duty while imports of prepared/ preserved
fish products generally command a higher rate of duty. These duty rates are
embodied in bilateral agreements with third cotmtries.

The main financial benefits of EC market regulations for h’eland at the
present time centres on financial compensation for fish withdrawal arranged
through producer organisations (POs). The EC fixes withdrawal prices each
year for certain species of fish. Those of interest to Ireland are herring,
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haddock, whiting, cod, mackerel, saithe and plaice. If the market price for
one of these species drops below the withdrawal price, fish ma), be withdrawn
from the market and sold for non-food purposes at the best price available.

For such withdrawals compensatiol~ payable by the EC through POs varies
from 40 per cent to 85 per cent of tile withdrawal price depending on tile
level of withdrawal as a percentage of landings by tile PO. A further
contribution on withdrawn fish may be made by tile PO, funded by a le~, on
all fish sales.

Grant-AM for Vessels
In h-eland, EC grant-aid is available for the purchase of vessels between 9

and 33 meu’es. These boats are eligible for FEOGA granLs of 35 per cent of
purchase price provided BIM gives a further grant of at least 10 pet" cent.
Since 1987, EC grant-aid is available for boats over 33 metres but as BIM does
not grant-aid such boats, the EC grant is not available here.

Modernisation grants are also available from the EC. Tile rates and
conditions are the same as for hoat purchase, h’eland does not give
modernisation grants for boats over 33 metres.

Explanation of Some 7~’ms Used in Text

Certain terms used in the text may be unfamiliar to some readers:-

Pelagqc Fish

These are fish such as herring, mackerel, scad, sprats and blue whiting
living in the surface waters or middle depths of tile sea which move about
fi’om place to place. These form the main bulk of tile Irish fish catch and are
less ~,’aluable than the demersal species described below.

DeTnel~al or Ground Fish
These fish are found on or near Ille bottom of the sea. The principal

demersal species caught hy h-ish fishermen are: sole, brill, turhot, dahs,
plaice, megrim, ray/skate, cod, haddock, hake, whiting, saithe, pollack, dog
fish and monkfish. Most of these have white coloured flesh and are often
referred to as white fish.

Fish Roe

This is a mass of fish eggs or mih. Herring roe is in strong demand in
Japan.h is a type of caviar commanding a very high price. It is available only
fi’om female fish in the pre-spawning stage.

Wet k)sh
These are ordinary soft fish as distinct fi’om shellfish which are of two

kinds, i.e., crustaseans - prawns, lobsters, crabs, etc., and molluscs, i.e.,
mussels, oysters, etc.
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Landings
Total sea fish landings into Irish ports increased from 25,000 tonnes

vahmd at £1.4 million in 1963 to 217,000 tonnes valued at £70.2 million in
1987. (See Tables A.I and A.2.) These figures include farmed shellfish but
exclude the following fish the quantities and values of which in 1987 were:-

tonnes £000

Wild salmon
Wild sea trout
Farmed sea trotlt
Farmed sahnon

Sea fish landed into foreign ports
by Irish boats

Mackerel transhipped at sea

1,254 4,130
23 75

320 690
2,232 10,120

6,373 6,826
14,819 1,852

Total 25,021 23,693

Thus the total quantity of wild and farmed fish caught by h’ish vessels or
reared in h’ish watcrs in 1987 was 242,000 tonnes valued at £93.9 million.

Herring was the most important single species of fishcaught in the early
years, accounting Ibr over 40 per cent of Ihe weight and 18 per cent of the
value of wet fish landed into Irish porks in 1963. At the present time the most
important species is mackerel (see Table A.2) which species accounted for
about 33 per cent of the weight and 18 per cent of the value of wet fish
landed into h’ish ports in 1987.

A species which has shown a large decline in recent years is whiting. The
quantity landed dropped fi’om 16,000 tonnes in 1981 to 7,000 tonnes in
1986. There was some increase however in 1987 when the quantity increased
io about 9,000 tonnes.

A species which has become important in recent years is blue whiting. This
is a non-quota species with hmdings of 10,227 tonnes in 1986 valued at
£307.000. The blue whiting caught in Irish grounds are spent fish (fish which

4
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have spawned) and are only stfitable for fish meal. Blue whiting ill the pre-
spawning stage are available at ccFtain times in distant waters. These are
suitable for processing into fish fingers and other prodttcts and the economics
of going after them is currentl), being investigated by BIM in its exploratory
fishing programnae. It is hoped that blue whiting can be used to replace the
decline in ordinary whiting landings. The fact that it is a non-quota specics
and in plentiful supply in the North Atlantic means that it could form the
basis of an improved white fish processing industry in h’eland.

Another non-quota species, silver smeh, similar to, but somewhat larger
than, ordinary whiting has recently been discovered in offshore waters to the
V¢cst and North of Ireland. It seems to be in plentiftd supply but is diffictdt to
catch because of its location and because it shoals at a depth of ahout 200-300
fathoms. I,argc boats and very powerftd tackle are required. This fish is very
suitable for fish fingers and other i~roclucts and could Sttl:)ply further raw
material for an h-ish processing industr),.

The total valtte of shell fish landings in 1987 was about 19m. Of these
Dublin Bay Prawns accounted for about 25 per cent of the weight and for 45
per cent of the value. Mussels which include farmcd mussels accounted for
43 per cent of the weight of shelltish landings in 1987 and for about 10 per
cent of the value. Other valuable shellfish are lobsters, crabs and oysters.
These three species were valued at nearly £6 million in 1987.

Fish Farming
Production figures for farmed fish in selected ),ears between 1980 and

1987 are given in Table I. Over the period in question farmed sahnon
production increased fi’om -90 to 2,200 tonnes and the projected ligure for
1989 is 6,200 tonnes. There are 16 on-growing salmon farms in h’eland using
conventional cage cuhtH’e. Man), o1" these fa[I ] 11 S ] ] ~l ~’ C their OWl1 S1110]1 units

and some inland trotlt farlns have also converted to salmon slnolt

production. Seven hatcheries are currently in operation, the largest of which
arc owned by the ESB, Fanad Fisheries in Muh’oy Bay off Donegal, Carrols
Industries and thc Salmon Research Trust.

Production of l~|rmed salmon ill h’eland is now nlttch greater than Ihc wild

catch. The latter averages out at about 1,000 tonnes per annum compared
with 2,200 tonnes of farmed salnlon in 1987, almost 5,000 tonnes in 1988 and
6,9_00 tonnes expected in 1989. h’ish farmed salmon production is however
still relatively small. Norwegian production in 1989 is projeaed at 130,000
tonnes while that in Scotland is expecled to be about 25,000 tonncs.

h’eland’s salmon farming procluction in the past has been limited by the
availability of suitable sites but that difficulty is now being overcome b)’ thc
use of large sized Iqexible rubbcr-rimmcd cages which have en:d)lcd
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prodnction to be undertaken in more exposed locations.

"lahh: I: Farmed Fi.~h /*reduction in Ireland 19801o 1987

(,.hmntity L÷dtle

.’,’pedea 1980 196’4 195’6 1987 1980 1984 1986 1987

7bnne~ £’000

S:dmon 21 385 1,215 2,232 73 1.799 4.5,10 10,120

Seawater trout 158 130 93 320 317 286 240 690

Mussels (Intensive) 175 1.077 1,043 1.500 72 506 437 670

Mussels (Extensive) 4,557 12.640 9.572 13.393 291 1.351 754 1,180

O}~lcrs (Native huensive) 13 67 100 160 37 195 330 460

O)’stcrs (Native Extensive) 349 175 175 317 437 450 430 860

Oysters Pacitic 60 110 113 104 60 I I I 177 123

"l’oml 5.333 14,584 12.31 I 18,016 1,287 4.698 6.908 14.103

Frcsh~-aler trout 420 582 470 600 630 1.024 [)30 I,I 50

7)’out
Tl"out production in ponds and sea cages became widespread before

s[llnlon ctlhnre was established as a commercial entei’plise. HoweveF, once

salmon farming got underway trout production has remained fairly static and
has even declined in some countries. The reason lies mainly with the market.
Man)’ farms are no longer viable because of the low prices for trout. A nttmber
of h’ish trout farmers have gone into the production of salmon smolts.

In more recent years, the trout indnstry has been given renewed impetns
by the setting up of producers’ marketing co-operatives in a ntnnber of
countries. These have improved the price structtn’e considerably. Currently
in the UK the industry has become a fairly well established component of the
quality fish sector providing as a typical product pan sized (250-500 grin)
pink fleshed trout. These are much more popular than the earlier white
fleshed production. Down stream processing has also developed to the point
where fi’eezer packs are widely available and trout is regularly on the menu in
the n]edium to better class restaurants. There is some movement in this
direction in Ireland also.

M’usseh"
Mussels are grown by two general systems in h’eland.
( I ) Cuhure oil bottom and
(2) Rope culture (mussels suspended from long lines or rafts.)
Culture on bottom as is done in Wexford harbour by the Lett Company
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consists of oh’edging seed mussels usually from offshore beds and transferring
tile seed to shallow areas wilhin tile harbour. This increases growth and
fattening rates and provides acceptable mussels for processing at nlininltHn
COSt. Over 13,000 tonnes of these mussels were produced in 1987 and
prospects for increasing production much further are very good.

In rope culture tile seed mussels are collected in sellling areas and grown
to market size in other areas suspended fi’onl long lines or rafts. This Ibrm of
cultivation is nlOSt prevalent in the South West especially in Bamry Bay. It
produces a thin shelled mussel with a high meal yield which is especially
desirable in tile production of high quality fi’esh and processed mussels for
tile UK and French markets.

The rope cultured system has high production costs but tile mussels
produced fetch good prices because they have a high meat content and are
fi’ee of sand. Two firms, one in Bantr), and one in Limerick, are involved in
processing rope cultured mttssels for stable high quality outlets. The
prospects Ibr expanding production are considered to be excellent.

O~’sle?s

The native Iqat oyster, reproduces naturall), in some areas in Ireland
(including Tralee, Clarinbridge, Kilkieran, Bertraghl:)uov and Aughinish
Bay). Total prodtlction of these natural oysters was 310 tonnes in 1980, 175
tonnes in 1984 and 317 tonnes in 1987. Artificial production of flat oyslers
has proved (liffictth in tile past bul reliahle low cost nlel.hods have now been
achieved and 160 tonnes were produced by these mcdaods in 1987.

Ireland is seen to be a major source of flal oysters for tile foreseeable
future due to the devastating effects of disease and polhltion on continental
beds. Taighe Mara Teo (an Udaras na Gaeltachta Research Compan),)
estimates that there is a potential to produce over 1,000 tolmes in Kilkieran,
Blacksod and Gweebara bays off Ihe ’,vest coast and it says that tile culture of

flat oysters warrants a substantial eflort on the part of both the government
and private industry. There is also scope for o),sler production along the
South East coast where a very large oyster lisher), existed in the past.

The Pacific oyster is much easier to grow under controlled conditions,
reaching market size in two growing seasons or less. The species does well in
h-eland. Over 200 tonnes were produced in Carlingford l.ough in 1988. This
is tile inain producing area. There is a high nlarkcI lot Pacific oysters oll tile
Continent.

Scallops, Clams and Other Species

Scallops and clams are valuable species and are currently in short SUl)l/ly
throughout Europe. Research and development work on their production is
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currently being undertaken by BIM and Taighe Mara Teo. BIM has ah-eady
grant-aided three hatcheries which are snccessfully producing clam seed in
addition to oysters. There are five further projects which are developing on-
growing methods. Research is also uoderway in the Shellfish Laboratory in
Carna on the artificial production of a number of other species such as,
abalone, sea urchins, Queen scallops, whelks, periwinkles and lobsters. To
date the artificial rearing of these fish has not proved economically viable.

The Labmtr Force in Fisheries
In 1986 there were an estimated 12,100 people directly employed either in

a full-time or part-time capacity in tile fish catchiog, fish farming and fish
processing sectors. This represents an increase of almost 50 pet" cent on the

t975 level arid 8 per cent on the 1980 figure. The details of employment are
given in Table 2.

Table 2: I’mployment in/’Tsherie.~, I:i.~h IJroce.~sing and Aquacldture in 197.5, 1980 and 1986

197J ! 980 1986

Fishermen fidl-time 2,27,t 3,485 3,8{)1)

Fishermen part-time 4,356 5,339 3,950

Aquacuhurc 500 1,370

Fish processing 1,500 2,080 2,930

"l’c>t~ll 8,130 I 1 +404 12,050

Soutre: BIM.

In addition to the numbers engaged in fishing, fish farming and
processing there is substantial employment in ancillary indnstries which
service the primary industry such as transport, distribution, net making, boat
building, servicing, etc. A study of the fishing industry in Donegal in 1982
(Drudy and Phelan, 1982) fonnd that for every job at sea in the Donegal
fishing industry there were two jobs ashore in the fish processing and
ancilliary industries. The multiplier in other areas is probably less than this
since Donegal has a very well developed on-shore indnstry.

Regional hnportance of Sea Fishing
The greatest concentration of employment in sea fishing is in the West and

North West coastal areas which together account for abont 60 per cetlt of tile
total ei~tplo),ment in the indnstry (O’Connor et al., 1980). The West coast has
25 per cent, the North West coast 35 per cent, tile South coast 31 pet" cent
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and the East coast 10 per cent of the total fishermen.
Though they form only a small proportion of the total national labour

force fishermen form a relatively high proportion of the gainfully occnpied
in their respective regions. In many areas round the coast fishing is the main
source of full or part-time emplo)ql~ent while in recent times fish farming has
opened up new opportunities for isolated communities. Whc combination of
fishing and fish farming based as the), are, on natural resources, provides a
source of employment which is compatible with the life styles of the people
in those areas.

In 1987 as many as 14 ports situated mainly on the West and South coasts
had fish landings in excess of£1.0 million each. Also as indicated above the
total gross earnings of fishermen and tlsh farmers was £94 million in 1987.

This sum gives an indication of the flow of income to the coastal regions with
incomes to workers in fish processing and services providing additional
sources of revenue.

The Fishing Fleet
The Irish fishing fleet consists mainly of inshore and middle distance

vessels which rarely stay at sea for more than a few days at a time. In 1985
there were an estimated 1,596 inboard engined vessels in the Irish fishing
fleet. This represents a small reduction on the 1980 numbers but is almost
three times the 1963 numbers. The number of vessels classified by gross
registered tonnes (GRT) in selected years since 1963 is given in Table 3.

Table 3: Classifiration oftrs~,l$ ~’ GRT in S~L~rt.,d }’ears 1963 to 1985

GRT 1963 1970 1975 1980 1983 1985

No. of boats

Motor Boaa
0- 10 328 636 725 1,082 1.051 1.064

11-15 39 23 29 115 90 72
16-25 46 30 38 40 63 55
26- 50 149 160 175 154 145 183
51- 75 19 59 106 110 99 105
75-99 47 42 36
I00+ 3 27 59 68 81 81

Total motorboats 584 935 1.132 1.616 1.571 1.596

Sail boats and outboard engines 1,327 1,075 1.214 1,451 1.449 1.500

Total all boats 1.911 2,010 2.346 3,067 3.020 3,096

Sourre: Department of the Marine.
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There has been a considerable fall off in the number of new vessels

entering the fleet in recent ),ears. Tile figttres in Table 4 show that in the
period 1980 to 1986 178 new vessels came in with about half this number

being introdttced in the two years 1980 and 1981. The fall off is most
marked in the size classes over 12 metres. Since 1981 only 4 new vessels
over 24 metres (100 GRT and over) have come into the fleet of which only
I qualified for investment grants fi’om I?,IM or the EC. The fall off in the
fleet replacement is due to the severe cost price squeeze which was
experienced by fishermen in the early 1980s. Man), found themselves in
financial diffieuhies and were unable to meet boat repayments. Others
repaired or re-equipped old vessels rather than purchasing new ones. This
position has now improved due to better prices for fish in recent ),ears.

Table 4: ,VeT~, L~,’L~ I(nlt’ring the I"b’t’l 19~;0. 19,~’6

Length (;RT 19,~0 1981 1982 19,~3 19,~4 1985 1986

ttlt,lt’t’A

~ 5 - 8.5 10 5 5 7 3 2

9-12 X.5- 15 23 10 12 I~ I0 4 7

12-2,1 15 - t~9 I0 14 !~ 8 7 2 I

~4-33 I(Ml+ 8 2 2 I

33+ 4 I I

"l~aal 55 32 28 25 21 8 9

Smt s~ BIM.

The re-equipment programme has improved greatly the prodttctivity of
the smaller boats, enabling medium sized vessels to fish in waters which
heretofore could only I)c reached b)’ ver), large boats.



Chapter 2

Average prices per tonne for the more common wet fish species in the
years 1973 to 1987 are given in Table A.3 of the Appendix. The trends in
some of these prices for the same years are given in graphical fornl ila Figure
1. This graph shows that sahnon though varying considerably hi price from
year to ),eat" was the most expensive of all the fish shown up to and including
1985) In 1986 there was a severe drop in salmon prices when the Norwegian
sahnon farmers, to’avoid losses due to disease, unloaded large numbers of
salmon onto the market. This caused a scarcity of salmon in 1987 when
prices rose again although not to their 1985 level. Prices in 1988 (not shown
in the graph) averaged about £4,400 per tonne for large salmon over 3.0 kg
and about £3,500 for smaller fish. Prices for the larger fish remained at
about 1988 levels during the first half of 1989 but those for smaller fish fell
to less than £3.000 per tonne as large quantities of Norwegian salmon were
unloaded on the French market. Prices for large salmon fell to about £3,700
per tonne in the second halfof 1989.

]1 seelllS [hat Norwegian SahllOn failllers are encountering cash flow
difficuhies and are forced to sell fish at low weights. There is considerable
apprehetlsion ill the indllstrv at the presellt i.ill/e and it. seel13S that over the
coming years there will be a considerable shake out among Ihe less efficient
producers with prices settling down close to the cost of efficient production
(around £3,000 per tonne). The h’ish producers, particularly those using the
large new cages, are considered to I)e very efficient, and those interviewed in
coi]i1ection wilh lids sludv ll~,’ei-e opiimistic that they can ride out the present
difficuhies which are viewed as being temporary.

Among the ordinary sea fish, sole and turbot are the most expensive, both
species being dearer than sallnon in 1986 and 1987. The next most
expensive wet fish shown in tile diagram are plaice and cod. Brill and hake
(not shown) :ire more expensive than these. Herring is the cheapest of the

fish shown in Figure I. Mackerel and sprats which are ,lot shown in this
graph are cheaper than herring. Herring reached its highest price of £295
per tonne in 1978 at a time when the Celtic sea and other grounds were

I. Tht" prices gken fiw szlhn.n ;ire weighted ii~t-i’:l~t’s t,l wild and I]ttlllt’t[ li.h pii~ t’..

11
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closed to herring fishing. With the opening of these grounds in the early
1980s herring prices declined to £136 per tonne in 1985 and have not risen
much since then. In 1986 about 15 per cenl of the herring catch had to be
withdrawn fi’onm the market nnder the EC withch’awal scheme, and made
into fish meal. In 1987 almost 17 per cent of the herring catch had to bc
withdrawn. In those years mackerel withdrawals were less than 4 pet" cent of
the catches.

The herring situation is rather peculiar. There is a two tier price system
for this fish. Herring in the pre-spawning stage, suitable for the production
of herring roe, are commanding very good prices. On time other hand there
is rather poor demand for herring which have spawned and it is fi’om this
group that withdrawals take place.

Relationship between Fish PT4ces and Inflation
Real prices of the more inlportant wet fish species are given in Table A.4

of the Appendix. In preparing this table time figures in "Fable A.3 have been
divided by the consumer price index to base 1973 = 100. Some of the more

important fish prices in Table A.3 have been graphed in Figure 2. This
figure shows that real prices for all the fish species given tended to increase
up to about 1978. Since that time real prices for all species except turbot
have declined. The real price of turbot increased by almost 50 per cent
between 1978 and 1987 and this despite the fact that the quantity landed
more than doubled over the same period.

The graph of salmon prices in Figure 2 is of especial interest because of
the current interest throughout the world in salmon farming. This graph
shows that real salmon prices increased substantially between 1975 and
1979. This was a period when wild Atlantic salmon were scarce and the
output of farmed salmon was as yet fairly small. After 1979, as world output
of farmed sahnon increased, real salmon prices declined severely from
£2,078 per tonne at 1973 prices in 1979 to £689 per tonne in 1986 but rose
somewhat to £784 per tonne in 1987 (see Table A.4). The relationship
between world Atlantic salmon production (wild catch plus farmed) and real
Irish salmon prices (weighted average of wild and farmed salmon prices) for
the years 1973-1986 is shown in Figure 3.

What will happen in future years if the current high level of production of
farmed salmon is maintained or increases is a matter for speculation. In a
fairly recent BIM report on salmon farming (Bord lascaigh Mhara, 1986) it
was predicted that real prices for salmon would decline by about 30 per cent
between 1985 and 1995. Most of this decline was projected to occur in 1986
and 1987. Thereafter it was estimated that price falls would be slowe,-
because restructuring in the industry in response to lowered prices would
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Figure 2: Real Prices of Certain Species ofFish 1973- 1987 (current prices

divided by consumer p~ce index to base 1973 - 100)
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Figm’c 3: I~elationshlp between Worbl Atlantic Salmola PreMitction (Wild and
I"¢trmed) and local PHce_~ of Sttlmon in Ireland 1973-1986
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force some smaller nmrginal producers out of business and tend to stabilise
production at less ambitious levels than those forecast.

Other analysLs (see Bjorndal, 1988) have similar views and there seems to
be a general consensus that prices will stabilise at something over the cost of
production of the more efficient growers. When this stabilisation takes
place, however, is problematic. Disease outbreaks which are a feature of the
industry can cause wide price Iluetuations, while the human heahh factor, by
increasing demand for all kinds of fish, is bound to have an effect also. With
limits on the supply of wild fish of all kinds the demand for farmed fish will
grow and this will tend to maintain prices but likely at a rnucb lower level
than in the past.

Re&tionship between I"ish Ptqces and Other Meat Plices
To show the relationship between fish and other meat prices a price index

has been constructed for the years 1975 to 1987 for (a) demersal, (b)
pelagic, (c) total wet fish and (d) shell lish. These indices are compared with
those for beefcattle, sheep and pigs in Table A.5. Some of the data from this
table are graphed in Figure 4 which shows that throughout the period
(1975-87) shell fish prices rose faster than the consumer price index while
pig prices increased at a much slower rate than the CPI. Wet fish prices rose
faster than the consumer price index up to 1980 but declined relative to the
CPI after that date. Fat cattle prices showed a somewhat similar trend rising
faster than the consumer price index up to 1981 and declining relative to
tiffs index in recent years. Poultry prices are not available for years prior to
1980 but the figures available for the years since 1980 show that these prices
have risen at a ranch slower rate than the CPI. Between 1980 and 1987
potdtry prices rose only by 19.3 per cent whereas consumer prices rose by 91
per cent over the same period.

The trends in certain retail fish and meat prices since 1975 are given in
Table A.6 of the Appendix and in Figure 5. Over the period the biggest
increase occurred in mutton prices, loin chops going fi’om 68p per Ib in
1975 to 304.8p per Ib in 1987, a rise of 348 per cent. The smallest increase
occurred in the price of pigmeat. The price of tmcooked ham went from
651) per Ib in 1975 to 131p per Ib in 1987, a rise of only 103.5 per cent. An
unweighted average of the fish prices given in Table A.6 shows that these
prices increased by 275.8 per cent over the period. This compares with an
increase of 308 per cent for beef, 348 per cent for mutton and 160.8 per
cent for pigmeat. Retail prices are not published for poultry meat but
chicken prices are unlikely to have increased at a faster rate than those for
the pigmeats.
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Figure 4: Produc~ 15ice Indices for lqsh, Fat Cattle and Pigs, 1975-1987
(1975-100)
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Figure 5: Indices of Retail I:’~ces for Fish, Beef, Mutton and Pigmeat, 1975-1987
(1975=100)
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Chapter 3

Ifl71JSA 77ON OF CA TCH

Detailed figures for the utilisation of the fish catch are not prepared on
a regular basis. The latest figures available which were prepared by BIM are
for 1986. These are given in Table 5 which shows that in that year 66 per
cent of the landings into Irish ports other than those going for industrial
use went out in the live fresh or frozen form. Though these are classed as
low value added the), include high value shellfish such as lobsters, crayfish
and oysters and high valued finfish such as hake, monkfish, and megrims
which are at their maximum value in this form. Some 24 per cent of the
1986 landings were made into medium value added and 10 per cent into
high value added productS.

"lable 5: Utilisation of the f~h landed into Irish Ports (including aquaculture) in 1986

(ton ne.~ catch weighO

Medium Iligh
De~cfiptlan Low value value value

Total added added added

Live/fresh whole (I) 44,702
Frozen whole (~t) 76,429
Fresh/frozen fillets, minced blocks 30,581
Dried/~hed/spiced/marinated 13,208
Shellfish meat 4,420
Calmed 2,258
Smoked/preserved 1,589
Breaded/fingers/catering packs 250
Recipe dishes 125
Other prepared (roe, etc.) 6,460

44,702
73,340 3,089

30,581
13,208 °

4,,t20

2,258
1,589

250
125

6,460

Total above Tolmes 180,022 118,042 43,789 18,191
Percentage (100) (65.6) (24.3) (10.1)

Industrial use 26,995

Total Catch 207,017

Smtrce: BIM.

Not~: (I) Inchldes high walue shellfish such as lobsters, crayfish, o}~ters, etc., which are at flleir
maximum ~due in this form.

(2) il]citldes whole frozen pr-awns and c~Lbs in consumer packs.

19
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Imports ofFish
Fish imports have increased substantially in recent years from 11,289

tonnes in 1980 to 40,700 tonnes in 1987 (see Table 6). These figures
include imports of herring, mackerel and salmon for processing and re-
export. When these latter imports are excluded BIM estimates that total
imports for home consumption in product weight were 9,000 tonnes in
1980 and about 13,000 tonnes in 1987. Total home consumption in those
years in edible weight is estimated at 19,000 and 24,000 tonnes respectively.
v~qlen product weights are converted to edible weights it is estimated that
imports make up about 50 per cent of home consumption of fish and
about 80 per cent of those come from Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Table 6: Imports offish and Fish I~’oducts, 1980 and 1987

Quantity                  Value
1980       1987       1980       1987

7bnnes £’000
(IXroduct weighO

3,229 28,802 1,796 8,357

794 842 1,038 1,505

1,382 1.099 1,717 1,990

5,029 8,681 9,988 19.562

808 1,256 2,141 4,571

47 21 14 7

Whole fish: fresh, chilled, fi’ozen

Fish filleus: fresh, chilled, frozen

Fish: dried, sahed, smoked

Fish: prepared or preserved NES

Shell fish: in shell or prepared

Fish meal Ibr human consumption

Total 11,289     40,701     16,694     35,992

,~uree: Trade Statistics of Ireland. CSO, Dublin.

Of the fish imported for home consumption in 1987 about 1,000 tonnes
were smoked fish, 4,200 tonnes were fish fingers or fillets in batter of
various kinds and 2,300 tonnes were canned or bottled fish. The remainder
were fresh or frozen whole fish.

Home Conantmption ofFish
As stated above about 24,000 tonnes offish were consumed on the home

market in 1987. This worked out at about 6.8 kg (15 lb) per head of the

population in that year. The corresponding figure for 1980 has been
estimated by BIM at 5.6 kg (12.3 Ib) and at 5.2 kg (11.9 lb) in 1975. The
1963 consumption was estimated at 3.4 kg (7.5 Ib) per person. Hence per
capita fish consumption doubled itself in the period 1963 to 1987. Reliable
figures are not available for per capita consumption in other EC countries.
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Tile EC Statistical Office in Luxembourg no longer publishes such figures.
Consunlption data are produced by the OECD but their comparability as
between countries is not reliable. Some countries givc edible weights,
others landed weights, and so on, but when allowance is made for this, the
variation in some of the data fi’om year to year is not credible. The changes

in the Irish figures fi’om year to ),eat" seem reasonably accurate but their
actual level might be understated due to under-reporting of catches by
skippers. A household survey would need to be carried out to establish the
true level.

Table 7 which gives pet" capita consumption of fish and different meats
in h’eland in selected years since 1963 shows that total meat consumption
has increased over the period fi’om 58.2 to 81.0 kg or by 39.2 per cent.
Pouhry meat consumption more than trebled over the period while
mutton and lamb consumption declined by about 40 pet" cent. Beef
consumption increased by 69 per cent I>etween 1963 and 1975 but
decreased by 27 per cent since 1975. The pet" capita consumption of fish as
given in the table is now on par with that of mutton and lamb but it is still
very much less than that of any of the other meats.~

Table 7: Pe~" Capita Consumption ofFish and Differe~lt Meats in Ireland in Selected )~ars 1963
to 1987

Fish
)~ar (edible Beef and Mutton I~gmeat Poultry

"lbtal

weight) Veal and I~mb Meat Meat

~ pe~ pe, so.

1963 3.4 17.1 I 1.3 23.7 6.1 58.2

1966 4.6 16.6 10.8 27,3 8.5 63,::

1970 4.6 19.1 10,8 30.6 10.1 70.6

1975 5.2 28,9 I I.I 26.5 10,6 77.1

1980 5.6 25.7 7.8 31.0 14.0 78.5

1985 6.6 22.0 6.8 32.6 17.6 79,0

1987 6.8(est) 21.2 6.8 33.0 20,0 81,0

Percentage
Increase 100.0 24.0 -39.8 39.2 227.8 39,2

1963-1987

Source: Irish Statistical Bulletin, C.SO and BhM.

2. The fish consumptioll figures are not official. They are prepared by BlSl for its owtl use alld as
stated abo~’e the)’ may be understated due to ullder-reporting of catches b)’ skippers.
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Exports
The Irish sea fishing industry exported a total of 213,000 tonnes of fish

and fish products in 1987 valued at £134 million. These figttres include
exports of salmon, eels and trottt as well as landings by Irish vessels into
foreign ports, direct transhipments at sea and re-exports. When allowance
is made for re-exports, it is estimated that about 90 per cent of the total
h’ish catch is exported in one way or another. The remaining 10 pet- cent is
consumed in h’eland by persons or by animals in the form offish meal.

Details of exports in 1980 and 1987 are given in Table 8 which shows a
substantial rise in the overall quantity and value between the two years.

Table 8: Quantity and Value Exports offish, Cltgsified by Fw~n in which Exported, 1980 and 1987

Q~anti~                    I~lue
1980       1987       1980       1987

7bnne~ £’000

(t’roduaweigh0
28,231 42.073 7,693 31,003

21,536 96.737 8,488 42,139

1,219 1.742 1,123 1,247

8,600 13.422 4,821 8,400

139 70 149 208

11,958 8.117 7,128 6,183

288 415 958 3,194

6,705 18,373 8,457 29,648

Fresh or chilled (excluding fillets)

Frozen (excltlding fillem)

Fillets: fresh or chilled

Fillets: li’ozen

Cod, excluding fillets, dried, sahed or not

Fish except cod. dried sahed or in brine

Fish, smoked or cooked

Crustaceans and mollu~s in shen

Crustaceans and mollu.s, cs prepared and
preserved

Fish prepared or preserved NES

Fish meal, fish oil.etc.

120 97 127 259

1,036 1.298 1,102 1.608

4,788 9,487 881 1,428

Total above 84,620 191.831 40,877 125.317

h’ish landings at foreign ports and
transhipments at sea 9.397 21,192 6.605 8.678

Total 94,017 213,023 47,482 133,995

Source: Trade Statistics of Ireland, Central Statistics Oftice, Dublin and Department of the
Marine, Dublin.

A breakdown by species of the fresh and frozen exports (excluding
fillets) in Table 9 show,.~,th’~itttffe’main increases occurred in the exports of
frozen mackerel. Hor/~e ~a~zkerel, a non-quota species, is now an important

,,~,L II,
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export earner also. Exports of dogfish also increased as well as those of
herring, haddock, salmon and sole. Sprat exports declined substantially
between the two ),ears. The market for these exports is discussed in
Chapter 4.

Table 9: 1"2xlmrts of French and I:m..en Wet FL~h Landed (exchding fillets) Into Irish I’m’ts, Clas.sified by
Specie.s, 1980and 1987

1980 1987

Fr~.~h or Fresh or
Chilled Frozen Total Chilled Frozen

7bttd

7bnTtex

Macherel 14,050 13.601 27,651 16,822 66,744 83,566

Horse Mackerel x x x x 15,206 15,206

Herring 5,041 5.277 10.318 5.174 8.899 14,073

Sprat 4.288 1.765 6,053 205 2.493 2,098

Cod 2.173 x 2,173 1,781 95 1.876

Whiting 719 x 719 1,860 390 2.250

Dogfish 1.400 x 1.400 6,075 299 6,374

Monkfish x x x 834 I 16 950

Hake x x x 1286 56 1.342

Salmon 278 360 638 1,734 100 1,834

Sole 91 x 91 863 I 14 977

Haddock x x x 1,908 22 1,930

Livers and Roes x x x 136 1,673 1,809

Others 191 533 724 3,395 530 3,925

28,231     21,536     49,767     42.073     96,737     138,810

x None or very small .’llllOtllll.s,

Y, ource: BIM.



Chapter4

THI- MAIUCI’T FOR IIUSH FISH AND THI£ PROCI-SShVG SECTOR

The quanlity and value ot" fish landed illIO Irish porls :+ind exl)orted to
different eounuics in 1987 is shown in Appendix Table A.7. Total quantily of
exporls olhcr lhan fish meal and fish oil in that year was 182,000 tonnes
vahlcd al £123.9 million. The UK was the main market - 22.5 per cent of
exports going to Great Britain and Northern h’eland for a value of £21
million (17% of the total value). Almosl 14 per cent of exports wenl to
Nigeria fi)r a value of £7.9 million which was only 6.3 per cent of the Iotal
vahne. The highest value market was France- 12.4 per cent of exports to that
country brought in £31 million or 25 per cent of Ihe total vahle. Jal)an was
also a high i)riced markel taking 10.8 per cent of the quantity for 14.8 per
cent of the total ~lltle (-£18.3m.). West Germany took 17,000 tonrms (9.4%)
for a value of£11.4 million (9.2%) while The Netherlands took 14,600
tonnes (8.0%) for a vahie of £6.7 million (5.4%). Spain took only 2.9 per
cent of the total quantity but the value of these was almost .£9 million or 7 per
cent of the total value.

The sea food market falls into five main categories:

(I) high i)rlced live fresh and chilled fish and shellfish;

(2) commodity fish product.s especially pelagic;

(3) semi-processed products for further processing;

(4) prepared sea [ood products;

(5) fish meal, fish food and fish oil.

The Fresh Fish Market
In the markets of the developed world there is a pronounced swing to the

consumption of f’esh fish as against preserved products. The increased trade
in fresh fish is being aided by advances in air freighting of high vahle
i)roducts to markets such as the USA and Japan. France and Spain are the
Iwo most iml)ortant markets for fresh fish in the EC especially for species
such as hake, monklish, and megrims which are caught in waters off Ireland.
Our ability to exploit these markets more fully is constrained by the quota
regime. The UK is forecast to remain as one of our main markets for

24
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traditional white fish species such as cod and whiting, haddock, etc. There is
also a growing market for fresh live shellfish on the British and Continental
market.

The sahnon market which is increasingly being snpplied by farmed fish is
expected to remain primarily a fi’esh market with increased sales targeted at
the US, France and other smaller markets such as Spain, Switzerland and

Japan. The BIM report on farmed salmon (BIM, 1986) forecast that by 1991
about 25 per cent of both fresh and fi’ozen salmon will be sold in fillet and
cutlet form, mostly prepacked.

Commodity Fish Products
Nigeria and to a lesser extent Egypt together with some of tile French West

African conntries are ntajor ntarkets for Irish fish volume wise. These markets
are exclusively for whole fi’ozen mackerel and fi’ozen horse mackerel and
they will not accept any further processing such as heading and filleting. It
could be argued therefore that these fish are consunler and not commodity
products.

The East European and Dutch over-the-side trade in fi’ozen mackerel is
aimed at tile same uhimate African market, h is expected that over-the-side
mackerel trade will decrease in fnture years given the capacity of the larger
Irish vessels to land here and given the fi’eezing and storage capacity on
shore to handle the supplies.

There is also an over-the-side trade with Eastern European freezer vessels
for herring. This is mainl), for their own domestic markets and is like[), to
decrease as efforts bear fi’uit at EC level to stabilise the Conlmunity herring
market which has suffered because of nematode infections

Semi-processed Products for Further Processing
European processors and packers of herring, mackerel and other pelagic

products are major outlets for Irish semi-processed fish. This is part of a
traditional industry to industry trade where different mannfactnring stages of
a product are carried out in different locations and in different countries.
Herring is a good example. There has always been a good market for h’ish
salted, marinated or filleted herring which are further processed into
consumer products in Germany. This market is expected to continue and
intprove as the herring nematode problem is eliminated. There is also a
market for semi-processed mackerel in headed/gutted form to French
canneries and to Dutch and German smokers.

While it is an objective of policy to expand canning and other added value
processing in Ireland the costs of production in large, long-established
canneries in Continental countries are usually mttch lower than in similar
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smaller plants in Ireland and it is difficuh therefore for the Irish plants to be
competitive. The feasibility of sprat canning in Ireland is under investigation
but the market for frozen sprat to canneries abroad is likely to continue.

Prepared Sea Food Products
Becanse of supply constraints on the main varieties of white fish,

opportunities to expand the production of white fish products in Ireland are
limited. There are, however, niches in the market place which can be a~’ailed
of. The growing market for convenience, pre-packed, ready to eat meals,
aimed at two income households represents an opportunity for speeialised
Irish producers especially in the French and UK markets. Unfortunately
these recipe products often have short life cycles and require continuing
product innovation and the highest quality standards.

Fish Meal and Oil
There is a strong demand for fish meal for animal feed, with the EC being

a net importer but only at low world prices. There are, however,
opportunities for higher ~altte products such as salmon feed arising fi’om an
expansion of the farmed sahnon sector. A new factory to manufacture such
feed has now been established in Westport.

New opportunities are also forecast to arise for high grade fish oil given its
proven health qualities. The market for oil is increasing both as a food
ingredient and in the form of capsules. The extent to which h’eland can
become involved in this market has yet to be determined.

The EC Market
The 1986 total EC imports of fish were 1.6 million tonnes while exports

were 0.8 million, giving a net deficit of 0.8 million tonnes. The degree of self-
sufficiency however varies considerably between species. There is a dearth of
whitefish and shellfish and over-supplies of pelagic varieties like mackerel,
herring, and scad (horse mackerel). This pattern has severe consequences
for h’eland given out" high dependence on the pelagic species.

The EC market is relatively unprotected against imports from third
countries. The import duties that do exist are determined more by
requirements of the Continental processors than by the interests of the
Community catching sector. Thus fish raw materials enter the market at
either zero or low rates of duty while imports of processed fish generally

attract much higher duty rates.
Since 1983 export refunds on mackerel and certain other fish products

have been eliminated and all fish exports to third countries are now made at
market prices, h’eland has been particularly disadvantaged by the absence of
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refunds because of our heaW reliance on pelagic species and on third
country markets.

Irish Processing
There are 113 fish processing firms in h’eland with estimated sales of close

o11 £100 million (BIM, 1988a). The fish processing sector provides direct
employnaent for 1,700 people on a whole time basis and for 1,230 part-time
workers. The Iocadon of the fish processing firms are as follows: Donegal 23;
Sligo/Mayo 9; Galway 13; Clare/Limerick/Kerry 15; Cork 12; Watcrford/
Wexford/Wicklow ]9; Dublin/Louda/Other 22. A high proportion of these
firms have been established in the last decade or so.

Most of the firms are rather small, 90 of them employ 20 people or less, 17
have between 20 and 100 employees while only 6 firms have over 100
employed. In regard to output, 83 firms had a turnover of less than £1
million in 1986, 22 firms had £1-3 million turnover and 8 firms had turnovers
of over £3 million.

During the late ’seventies there was considerable stability in tile processing
sector. Man)’ existing firms improved their production facilities at that time
and some new firms came into operation. Only a few firms ceased operation
in those years. Since the beginning of the 1980s, however, there has been a
number of fallouts. Some 29 small firms, mainly along tile South coast,
ceased operations. Many of these relied on a single species or a single sector
of the home market. In many cases account was not taken of tbe continuity of
supply of raw materials at economic prices and of the impact of fresh market
demand. Another factor was underestimation of the financial marketing
resources needed to supply the supermarket trade.

The Irish processors can be divided into tile following groups with some
plants included in more than one group:

Pelagic processors 22
Whitefish processors 40
Smokers 26
Shellfish processors 34
Each of these groups is described briefly below.

Pe&zgic Processota

Much of the Pelagic processing is low value added preparation of fi’ozen
blocks for export. Of the total mackerel exports (including over-the-side
landings) in 1987 some 19 per cent went out in the fi’esh or chilled form and
about 74 pet" cent as fi’ozen whole or headless fish, the bulk of the latter
going to Nigeria, The Netherlands and East Germany. Only about 7 per cent
were exported as frozen filets and less than 1 per cent as smoked and
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prepared products. Herring is processed to a much greater extent than
mackerel. Because of tile good market for herring roe a considerable
ainount o[" fillets are made available. Of the total herring exports in 1987
some 26 pet" cent went out as fresh or frozen fillets while a further 20 per
cent were exported as salted or marinated prodncts.

Landings of horse mackerel are made in increasing volumes and it is
hoped that this non-quota species will become an important raw material for
both the factory ships and the on-shore processors.

A pleasing featnre of the pelagic processing is the increasing activity in the
production of herring roe for theJapanese market. In 1987, 1,600 tonnes of
herring roe were exported at a value of£9 million. The production of roe is
largely based on Celtic Sea stocks but mature roe is only available for a short
period (70-100 days per annum). Much of the export volume of bulk salted

and marinated pelagic products go to the German market. Very few Irish
firms are engaged in the production of marinated products in retail packs.

Whitefish Processors
Static supplies and increased demand from the fi’esh market both at home

and abroad have given rise to very high prices for whitefish. A number of
firms have thus been forced out of business in recent years. The trade is now
hoping that non-quota argentines and perhaps blue whiting can be used to
supply the necessary raw materials for the breaded/battered whitefish
products. In 1988 6,000 tonnes of argentines were caught by Irish fishermen
and experiments are being conducted in Killybegs to determine the most
economic method of marketing these fish, whether in fresh or processed
fornl.

S?nokt37~

Nine large firms and 12 small ones are involved in smoked salmon
production for the home as well as for the US and European markets. Very
few firms are however solely engaged in smoking; they have other activities as
well. The production of smoked salmon appears to be an attractive
proposition for new producers but many of these would need to take more
account of market tlemands and of competition from Pacific salmon
products.

Shellfish Processors
Processors are finding increasing competition for supplies by buyers of

fresh shellfish for the French and Spanish markets. Rope cultured mussels
which sell for about £400 per tonne are more expensive than bottom mussels
for processing but a few firms are processing these mussels for special
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sttpermarket outlets. Bottom cultured mussels, selling for £80-£110 pet"
tonne, are ideally suited for processing but a proportion also go for the fi’esh
market. There is considerable activity in the processing of prawns and crab.
The Trade Statistics produced by the CSO show that exports of prepared or
preserved shellfish came to only £259,000 in 1987. However, the greater
proportion of processed shellfish, e.g., vacuum packed pastenrised crab and
frozen mussel meats are classified under the fi’ozen fish category in the
Foreign Trade Statistics.

Objective for the Processing Industry
The above discussion shows that the fish processing indttstry in Ireland is

not as highly developed as many commentators would wish and it is very
often suggested that the first objective should be to maximise the output of
this industry. This, of course, is easier said than done. The market for pelagic
fish (which is our main product) is limited to a great extent to third countries
which purchase only fl’ozen whole products for direct consumption. ,’Llso the

arrival in the fleet in recent years of large factory vessels, which have the
capacity to carry out primary processing on board, will tend to further
depress shore based processing. Fnrthermore, some fish, such as certain
species of white fish and shellfish, are at their most valuable when exported
in live, fresh or chilled form.

Having said this, there is still a strong case for investigating the possibilities
for upgrading the role of h’ish fish processing, particularly of pelagic species.
Apart from the employment effects viable processing can play an important
part in stabilising the market for landed fish. As stated above, many of the
markets for commodity products have been very volatile. For instance
Nigerian markets are highly erratic because of a shortage of hard currency
and as O Faolain (1988) says:

Demand for Irish commodity prodnct on European markets has depended
heavily on the extent to which German processors have been able to
secure their supplies elsewhere. A major advantage therefore of a strategic
concentration on secondary processing is that over time it could be
expected to restdt in a more stable industry and one less subject to the
whims of intermediate processors in other countries. As the production of
consnmer products increases so will the degree of control exercised by the
industry over the sale of its output through direct contact with consumers.
Firms will thus be in a better position to "mould" markets for their
products rather than depend passively on the state of demand in
commodity markets as they do for the most part at present.
The development of the processing sector has been and will continue to

be constrained by the amount and kind of fish available. The main demand
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by the high value added processors is for white fish species which have a very
high valne on the fresh fish market. Consequently, the prospects for
developing a large white fish processing industry in Ireland are not very
promising.

Some commentators have suggested that we could develop a white fish
processing industry on the basis of imported fish from non-EC countries such
as Iceland and Norway. These countries export considerable quantities of fish
to the EC. This suggestion, however, is not very realistic; our peripheral
position in Europe and our small domestic market appear to offer a market
disadvantage compared *s4th established Continental and UK processors.

Fish imported to Ireland from the North Atlantic would involve double
transport costs; first from the producing area to Ireland and then to the
consunting markets in Britain and the Continent. By processing the fish in
the consuming areas, the main transport costs would be fl’om the producing
areas only. h’ish processors would have to be very efficient to overcome this

extra liability. It would seem, therefore, that a large white fish processing
industry will not develop in Ireland, particularly with the quota white fish
species.

Niches can, however, be developed for small qttantities of high priced
white fish products in foreign markets. Some processors are already serving
these markets but to expand on the present level a considerable stepping up
of our market research is required. BIM has produced a number of first class
market reports in recent ),ears and that body has now appointed a market
research officer. She should concentrate on finding suitable markets and
getting manufacturers interested in supplying them. The IDA and Coras
Trachtala should also co-operate in this research. We have a reputation in
Europe for hax4ng clean, unpolhtted waters and we should exploit this to the
maximum extent. To do this, very strict emphasis must be placed in our
factories on quality control.

Though the pelagic species which account for a very large proportion of
the Irish catch are not now in great demand for higher value added
processing, this situation could change over the coming years as denmnd for
fish products grows. With the static nature of white fish supplies, consumers
are likely to turn to other fish, and herring products in particular may regain
their former status. The herring market declined in the mid-1980s because
nematodes were discovered in a number of consignments in Germany. As a
resuh of new EC qualitT regulations, this problem has been largely solved and
herring prices are now beginning to rise. Wc should try and capitalise on
these changed attitudes and seek to obtain a niche in the processed herring
market in Europe.Joint ventures with established European processors would
seem to be the best method of gaining a foothold in this market. Research by
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tlae IDA indicates that there are good prospects for such ventures and there
are a number of established firms who appear willing to expand their
businesses in this direction.

There are prospects also for expanding the mackerel processing industry.
Already there are a number of firms involved in smoked mackerel
production and it wottld not be a big step for these firms to expand into
other mackerel products if niche markets for such products can be found.
Here again joint ventures should be canvassed and tile food centre in
Dunsinea should be asked to increase its efforts in the development of new

mackerel products. Our mackerel and horse mackerel supplies are so large
that continuity of raw material supplies is not a problem.

"File shellfish processing industry is already well developed, partictdarly
that [or bottom cultivated mussels. The expansion of this sector depends very
much on increased supplies and if production could be expanded at an
economic cost there would appear to be good markets available.

Witll the increase in farmed salmon production, it is most important to
develop a good salmon processing industry so as to maintain prices by selling
directly to consumers. Within the last few years, a number of smoked salmon
ventures have come into operation and a few firms have gone into the
production ofsahnon steaks and complete dinners for international markets.
There may well be scope for accelerating this trend which would help to limit
tile fluctuations in salmon prices.

The final word on tile fish processing indnstry is that viable opportunities
exist for expansion but it will take extensive market research to identify the
opportunities and to persuade entrepreneurs to avail of them. The industry
cannot progress, however, unless there are adequate supplies of fish. l-lence,
new firms should not be grant-aided if supplies of raw materials are not
sufficient to maintain continuotts production. The problem of increasing
supplies is discussed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

SCOPF. FOR DF~Iq:~LOPING THE CA TCHINC SECTOR

Fish Re.sources
The strong demand for seafood on the home and export markets and

the reduced catches of whitefish internationally have brought about a
recovery in producer prices for fish over the past two years. These increased
prices, allied to lower fuel costs, have restored the catching sector to
profitability after many years of very difficult operation. The industry is
now emerging from a period when fleet replacement was almost at a
standstill and many vessels are in urgent need of modernisation.

To overcome the present difficulties BIM has now pnblished a Fleet
Development Strategy (BIM, 1988a) aimed at improving the fleet catching
capacity, so as to fully exploit the fish resources off our coast where this is
feasible from an econonaic point of view, anti taking account of the EC
Common Fisheries Policy. The latter is described briefly below.

The Common Fishtnies Policy (CFP)
This policy which was agreed by the EC Council of Ministers in january

1983 provides an overall regulatory framework for sea fishing within the
Community. It has three principal elements:
(1) Fishing limits;
(2) Total allowable catches, quotas and other conservation measures; and
(3) Structural policy.

(1) Fishing Limit.~: These define rights of access to fish resources. Ireland
has exclusive fishing rights in a zone up to 12 miles fi-om the North
West and South West coastlines. Along the remaining areas of the
coast certain other member states (notably France, UK and the
Netherlands) have retained their traditional fishing rights in the 6-12
mile zone, these rights being limited to specific fish varieties.

A major issue concerning access has to do with Spain’s entry to the
EC. According to the Act of Accession (EEC, 1985) Spain will not be
allowed to fish inside the 50 mile Irish zone for a ten year period
commencing on 1 january 1986. The regulations state however that
there will be orderly opening of the h’ish zone to Spanish vessels from

32
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I January 1996. Fishing in tile Irish zone after that date will be
restricted to waters outside tile 12 mile limit. Rights inside tlae h’ish 12-
mile zone have been formally relinquished by Spain but considering
tile level of illegal fishing in the past this relinquishment is likely to be
more h)’pothetical than real.

Since tile introduction of 200 mile fishing zones in 1lie mid-1970s
the Sl)anish fleet has been pushed out of many traditional gn’olmds, yet
it failed to adjust fishing capacity Io availal)le slocks and :Is Ihe
mismatch grew so clid Ihc presstnrc tO find alterulativc fisheries.
According Io the Fu’ench Authorities (O’Connor. 1986: Spense. 1985)
there wcu-e nearl)’ 3,000 cases of illegal fishing by Spanish vessels
between 1980 and 1983 in tim Gulf of Gascony. In 1983. 48 vessels

were arrested in Irish waters and each tined in Ihc range of IR.E25,000
Io IILE35,000 plus forfeiture of catch and gear. In September alone of
1984 18 Spanish vessels were arrested in Morocco.

But even with legal lishing Spain’s allocation of the existing I-C TAC
is high and will impinge on the hish catch, parlictdarly of I)ublin Ba)’
Prawns, in the Irish Sea and tile Porcupine Bank. This will u’cducc
substantially the availal)ilit), of prawns Io h’cland - a Ill:!i()l" sotlrcc of

income to Irish fishermen.

(2) Allowable, Catches and Quotas: Total allowable calch (TAC) is tile tolal
catch of a fish sl)ecics permitled to be laken by all cotmtries fishing in a
particular ICES area.:~ The tel’Ill quota rcfcrs to tile share of tile TAC
allocated to a particular State. TACs for each species are decided
annuall)’ by the Council of Ministers based on scientific advice provided
I)y ICES and the EC Scientilic and Technical Committcc. The share o111
of these TACs among tile different countries is then made on tile basis of
catch proportions b)’ these countries in 198_9. the I)asc),car for Ille
quotas. The figures in Table 10 show that tile h’ish quota as a proportion
of the total Community TAC wuics from 1.8 per cent for plaice If 18.6
per cent for mackerel with tile overall average being 7.8 I)cr cent. The
i)ercentage share of the TAC allocated to each menlber state Ibr cach
species remains fixed umil 1992. However tile Irish share has been
affected b), the addition of new species to the quota (white i)ollack and
Dublin Bay Prawns) with thc accession of Spain and Portugal in 1986.
On the other hand. tile quotas for hake, monkfish and megrim have
increased somewhat in line with higher TACs Ibr these species following
Spanish enu-y. Unfortunately the quotas for the lalter are still very small.
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"lable 10: Ihsh Quotas as a Percentag~ of Total Community TAC in rill Waters in 1987

7btal /r~h Quotas

Species Irish Community e~ percentage

(~tota TA C of 7btal TA C

Tonn~ Per Cent

Cod I 1,380 382,460 3.4

Haddock 3.850 177,430 2.2

Saithe 3,760 134,800 2.8

White Pollock 910 14,530 6.3

’,~.qaiting 17,240 177,270 9.7

Plaice 3,295 185,515 1.8

Sole 625 30,580 2.0

Mackerel 79,350 426,270 18.6

Hake 1,990 88,460 2.2

Monkfish 3,060 58,900 5.2

Megrim 2,960 33,860 8.7

( Dublin Bay Prawns) 9,315 53,540 17.4

Herring 38,920 585,470 7.9

Total 176.625 2,269,085 7.8

Source: BIM.

(3) Structural Policy: The broad objective of EC Structural Policy is to adjust
fish catching capacity to the available fish resources and to promote
the development of aquaculture. The new Policy which was agreed at
the end of 1986 will have application for the ten year period
commencing I January 1987 with a supporting budget of IR£623m for
the first five years.

Projects relating to the renewal and modernisation of the fishing
fleet, will attract over half the Structural ftmds. The rationale for EC
ftmding is that new vessels should replace existing ones at an annual
rate of 5 per cent of fishing capacity and that 25 per cent of all
Community vessels should require modernisation over the duration of

the programme.
For the first time, new vessels and improvements to vessels over 33m

in length will be eligible for Community aid. FEOGA grants for these
vessels will be 25 per cent compared to 35 per cent for vessels between
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9 and 33 metres. For both categories of vessel, the enabling National
grants must be set at a minimum of I 0 per cent of project costs.

EC grants for the development of aquacuhure constitute 16 per cent
of the total sD-uctural fund budget, h’eland is classed as a sensitive
region entitling her to preferential rates of grant aid. The threshold
investment for aquaculture projects is IR£38,300 and these may be
eligible for 40 per cent FEOGA grants provided that minimum grants
of 10 per cent are provided by the Member States.

Other innovatory measures in the revised Policy which should be of
particular benefit to Ireland, are FEOGA aids for exploratory fishing
in Community waters and for the development of port facilities and
market promotion.

The aids for exploratory fishing are especially welcome. There are
large areas of unexplored fishing grounds in the Atlantic auad it is
believed that there are substantial quantities of non-quota fish in these
grounds. There is some evidence also that lobsters can be found in the
deeper waters which cannot be fished by the smaller shellfish boats.
BIM, through its exploratory fishing programme, should explore as
many new grounds as possible so as to increase landings of non-quota
species before they are eventually brought under quota. The level of
coastal surveys should also be stepped up in order to locate new
suitable sites for shellfish aquaculture.

hish Catches and Quotas

In recent years Ireland has not been able to fill all of its quota allocations

particularly those for whitefish. The figures in Table 1 I, which give quotas
and catches for the different species in 1987, show that out of a total quota of
186,000 tonnes only 163,000 tonnes werc landed leaving 23,000 tonnes of
unused quotas.

In general pelagic species were fished up to quota levels in 1987. On the
other hand catches of Dublin Bay Prawns and of all the demersal species

were below quota, whiting, cod and prawns being substantially less. A high
proportion of the untised quotas at-e in the Irish Sea and strong doubts
have been expressed as to whether it will ever be possible to fish these
species in this area up to quota levels. It is believed that the TACs are far
too high - the fish are not there. On the other hand in the Atlantic Ocean
where there are little or no unused quotas there are indications that new
offshore whitefish grounds can be opened up. If this were to happen the
quota restrictions in these areas wou]d not allow us to take those fish - at

least not until the TACs for the areas were increased substantially.
The TACs off the South West and North West Irish coast are based on
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historic catches rather than on scientific stock assessment. There is a pressing
need thcrelorc lbr a comprehensive programme of scientific stock assessment
for demersal species in deeper offshore Atlantic grounds off the h’isb coast.

Table I I : hish Fish Quotas at~d Landings in 1987

Species Quota I~’tnding.~ Un.sed Quotas

[)t,m~rl[

Whiting 17.240 9,288 7,952

Cod l 1,350 7.238 4, I 12

Haddock 3,850 2+827 1,023

Saithe 3,760 2,353 1,407

Plaice 3,295 2,878 417

Megrim 2,960 1.830 1,130

Monkfish 3,060 1.328 1,732

Hake 1.990 1.367 623

Sole 680 371 309

White Pollack 910 786 124

Total Demersal 49,095 30.266 18,829

Mackerel * 89,350 89.490 -140

Herring 38,920 39.395 -475

Dublin Bay Prawns 9,315 4,131 5,184

Total all quota species 186,680 163,282 23,398

Source: BIM.

Note: *The official EC mackerel quota was increased during 1987 by the acquisition of
some unused British, German and other country quotas.

Non-Quota Species
In 1987 these species accounted 32 per cent of total landings by volume

of sea fish excluding aquaculture. Eight), three per cent of the shellfish, 25
per cent of the pelagic and 28 per cent of the demersal landings were not
subject to quotas.

Many of the non-quota species are likely to be brought into the quota
net after 1992 when the present CFP comes up for revision. As this quota
share out will be based on historic catches, Ireland must urgently increase
her catches of these species over the coming three years if it is believed

that that long-term expansion of fishing will be viable.
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Catch Projections
BIM in its most recent projections (BIM, 1988a) think it is possible to

increase horse mackerel catches to 60,000 tonnes per annum by 1991 fi’om
the present level of about 30,000 tonnes. The 1991 catch predicted for blue
whiting is 70,000 tonnes compared with a 1987 catch of about 3,000 tonnes.
At the present time all the blue whiting catch goes at a low prices for
reduction to fish meal but it is hoped that over time better quafiW fish w~ll be
found which will go for fillet/minced block mantffacture with the spent fish
only going for fish meal.

Recent surveys show that mackerel stocks are more abundant than hitherto
thought and in view of this the mackerel TAC is predicted to increase. The
official 1991 Irish quola is projected at 90,000 tonnes compared ~qth 80,000
tonnes in 1987.

In regard to demersal fish the main scope is to avail of the present 19,000
tonnes below quota shord’all in the catch of u’aditional species mainly whiting
and cod. As stated above this shortfall occurs in tile Irish sea where it is
believed the fish do not exist. If these quotas could be transferred to the
Atlantic Ocean the fitll quotas could be taken.

Unfortunately this transfer will not occur atttomatically. Evidence will
have to be presented to the EC Commission that the TAGs in the Adantic
should be increased and this evidence must be forthcoming from scientific
studies. Tile Department of the Marine must endeavour, therefore, to have
these investigations carried out immediately.

h’eland has a very low hake quota and it is hoped that dais can be increased
as well as those of associated species like monkfish and megrim. Experience
with these fisheries leads to the belief that the stocks are more abundant than
heretofore thought and that TACs can be increased without danger.

BIM also think it is possible to increase the annual landings of non-
quota whitefish by 9,000 tonnes, the main species being ray/skate, ling,
and to a lesser extent turbot, brill, tusk and bream. It is considered that a
significant amount of the projected expanded landings of both quota and
non-quota whitefish must derive from offshore grounds of 100 fathoms
and more. A transfcr of fishing to these new areas will have the additional
benefit of relieving pressure on the inshore grounds.

Our shellfish industry has a greater diversity of species than most other
European countries and there is considerable scope for further development
of all species except perhaps crayfish. There is probably scope also for
increasing landings of less well known species such as spidel, veh,et, green crab,
whelk, brown shrimp and clam. BIM drinks it is possible to increase shellfish
landings by a further 11,000 tonnes over the next few years. NO increase in the
wild Atlantic salmon catch is predicted over the planned period.
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The projected landings for tbe different groups in 1991 are compared with
actual 1986 landings in Table 12. Total landings are projected to increase
from 218,000 tonnes in 1986 to 405,000 tonnes in 1991 or by 187,000 tonnes.
The big bulk of this increase is projected to come fi’om pelagic landings. This
looks like a very optimistic projection but because of tbe entry into the fleet
of some very large boats it should be possible to attain tbe projections for the
non-quota species. The increase in the landings of quota species is a different
matter. For this to take place, quotas will have to be transferred or increased
and, as stated above, this will not happen automatically.

How Projections May be A chieued
The whitefish and prawn fleet is still very dependent on inshore grounds

despite the fact that a nunll)er of Irish vessels have begun to successfully
fish the Porcupine, Rockall and other offshore grounds in recent years.
One reason why offshore grounds are not fully exploited is that fishermen
wish to minimise steaming distances, and other things being equal, will
always fish grounds close to home in preference to distant ones. Another
reason is that most of our present fleet is extremely weather dependent.
Vessels under 27m are able to fish on the Porcupine bank only in good
weather. In bad weather these vessels must run to port for shelter - a 10-14
hour steam. The large French and Spanish vessels, on the other band, can

Table 12: Fish Landing~ in 1986 Compared iMth lS’ojected Lamlings (a) in 1991.

1986 1991 Volume Increase

7bnnes £’000 7bnne~ £’000(b) 7bnne.s %

Qiiota Demer~d 30,324 24,100 47,900 3,t,370 17,600 58

Non-Quota Demersal 9,824 5,164 17,800 11,450 7,900 81

Total Demersal 40,148 29,264 65,700 45,820 25,500 64

Quota Pelagic I 12,531 14,466 135,000 17,000 22,500 20
Non-Quata Pelagic 49,800 3,328 177,000 10,900 127,200 255

Total Pelagic 162,331 17,794 312,000 27,900 149,700 92

Quota Shellfish 6,150 7,360 9,300 I1,100 3,150 51

Non-Quota Shellfisb 7,550 7,893 15,800 17,340 8,250 109

Total Shellfish 13.706 15,253 25,100 28,440 I 1,400 83

Salmon and Sea Trout 1.827 5,924 1,830 6,936

Total 218,012 67,860 404,630 108,096 186,600 86

Sottrce: BI M (1988a).
Notes: (a) Landing figtlres include landings into foreign por~ and transhipments at .sea.

(b) 1991 ~dues are at 1986 prices.
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remain on the grounds and begin fishing again when gales moderate. They
thus have a great competitive advantage over the h’ish boats.

In general Irish fishing vessels working offshore for whitefish and prawns
are undersized, tmderpowered anti usually more poorly equipped than
those of competitor nations on the same grounds. The trouble is that we
have too many small boats for the stocks available where these boats can
fish safcly, while we have a shortage of large whitefish boats capable of
fishing the valuable offshore grounds.

Fleet DeTmlopment Strategy
To achieve the projected increase in landings it will be necessary to

increase tbe offshore whitefish/prawn fleet that will be capable of safely
exploiting the more distant and deeper grounds that are currendy being
worked by Irish vessels.

Apart from quotas the main constraint affecting the scope for fleet
development is the requirement (under EC structural policy) that total
fleet capacity must be reduced by 3 pet" cent of its 1984 gross registered
tonnage (GRT) anti must not show any increases in this level over the
period 1987-1991. Hence the GRT of new vessels entering the fleet and
expecting EC grants must be balanced by the withdrawal of older vessels to
an equivalent GRT. In the period 1988-1991 a total of 70 inboard engined
vessels amotmting to about 10,000 GRT are targeted to enter the fleet with
130 vessels constituting the same GRT due to be withdrawn from the
Register. If this level of withdrawals is not obtained by natural wastage it
may be necessary for h’eland to avail of the EC decommissioning grant
scheme. This scheme, which applies to vessels under 100 GRT provides for
a maximum cessation premium of IR£21,000 per vessel plus IR.£1,700 per
tonne GRT. Thus a 15m vessel of 50 GRT wotdd qualify for a premiunl of
1R£106,000, half of which would be fnnded by the EC and half by the state.

A sunmaary of BIM’s fleet development programme 1988-1991 is given
in Table 13. Total investment in new vessels over the period is estimated at
IR£52.2 million. A further IR£17.3 million is to be invested in fleet
modcrnisation making for a total investment of IR£69.5 million over the
period. The grant aid on the new vessels is projected at IR£3.6 million
from BIM and IR.£12.1 million from the EC. In addition IR.£6.7 million is

expected to be paid in modernisation grants of which IR£1.6 million will
come from BIM and IR£5.1 million fi’om the EC.

Thus £22.4 million is scheduled to be spent by the EC and the Irish
exchequer on new vessels and modernisation. At the same time there
could be an open-ended commitment possibly amounting to a further £7
million for decommissioning existing boats. The main aim of this policy is
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to improve the ability of the h’ish fishing fleet to fish more distant and
more difficnh waters, thus permitting a substantial increase in the total
catch within the constraints of a constant or declining tonnage of fishing
vessels.

Table 13: BIM’s Fishing Fleet Ih~g’ramme, 1988-1991

No. of n~u "lbtal BIM EC No. of t~sels
ve~sels Investment Grant Grant m~ Register

entedng fleet December 1991

1t¢£m.

Inshore Vessels
(tip to 18m) 49 4.1 0.4 1.5 1,669

Near W~lter Vessels
(18-27m) 10 8.9 I.I 3.2 21 I

Offshore Vessels

(27~10m) 9 21.2 2. I 7.,t 30

Distant Water Vessels
(over 40m) 2(:0 18.0 7

Total 70 52.2 3.6 12.1 1.917

Modernisation Work 17.3 1.6 5.1

(:’) These vessels entered the tleet in the latter part of 1987 but did not contribute signitlcantly
to landings until 1988.

,~urce: BIM, 1988a.

~qlether grant aid of this magnitude represents the most appropriate
use of Irish exchequer and EC funding needs careful consideration.
However if the resultant increase in catches can form the basis for a viable
expansion of the processing industry it would improve the likelihood that
such expenditure is justified. The benefit/cost effect in the recent past of
grant aiding boats and other state expenditure on sea fisheries is examined
in the next chapter.



Chapter 6

REI~’t770NSHIP BI’ST3¥1gLN VALUE ADDED IN SEA FISHhVG A:VI) STATE

EXPI’SNDITUI~I’S ON THIS SECTOR4

In this chapter a comparison is made between Ihe v:due added in sea

fishing and state expenditure on the sector. For 1Ills exercise sea tishing is
taken as the catching sector up to the point of first szde. Processing,
marketing and aquacuhtu-e are not included.

For the purpose of the exercise it is necessary to define an appropriate
measure of economic activity in tbe catching sector. Since dae primary
ptu-pose of state expenditure in relation to economic activity is to improve
the growth performance and contribution which the sector can make to

national output, a measure of the gross value added of the sector would
appear to be the most appropriate indicator. Gross value added is the
difference between gross output and non-factor costs, i.e., costs olher than

those paid for labour and capital items.
There are no systematic estimates available of the value added of the sea

fisheries sector and so it laas been necessary to make such estimates for tbis
exercise. In doing this, output of the sector is defined as the value of
landings by Irish registered vessels into h’isll and foreign ports plus
transhipmen~ at sea fi’om Irish to foreign vessels. The value of farmed fish
has been omitted as well as the state expenditure on this activity. No
account is taken either of the wdnc added as a rest|It of processing and
marketing of fish after being landed. Nor is the state expenditure on these
activities included in the calculations. The estimates do however include
the value of salmon caught at sea in both draft and drift nets since netting
for salmon represents a significant proportion of the value of landings of
vessels under 15 meters in length.

In estimating non-factor costa, data supplied by BIM indicated that these
cos~ were about 34 per cent of the value of output and this figure has been
used to estimate the gross value added of the industry each year.

In ~sessing the level of public expcndittu’c in relation to sea fisheries
(see Table A.8) only expenditure which cotdd influence the output

4. In preparing this chapter I have d~wn on ullpublished work by Dr Peter Bacol+ (furmerly of the
ESRI) who ex~lrnined this question in 1985.

41
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defined above is included. There is little ambiguity about the bulk of the
expenditure. In the case of the Department of the Marine (formerly
Department of Fisheries) the items included are direct Expenditure on Sea
Fisheries development and Fishery harbours and the overheads
attributable to these items and to the salmon sector. For BIM the figures
included are the direct expenditure on the catching sector which include
current development costs capital grants for boats, ice plants, etc., and the
administration costs allocated to these items. Direct costs on aquaculture
marketing and processing have been omitted as well as the estimated
administration of these items. In addition to these expenditures there are
relatively minor works undertaken by Roinn na Gaeltachta the main
beneficiaries of which are probably fishermen.

A less clearcut item is state expenditure on inland fisheries. Since
catches of salmon at sea, which now account for over 90 per cent of the
salmon catch, are included in the output it seems appropriate that state
expenditure to maintain and improve salmon stocks should be included.
The Central Fisheries Board (CFB) which deals with inland fisheries
estimates that about 50 per cent of its expenditure is related to salmon and
accordingly this fraction of the CFB budget is included. The Salmon
Research Trust expenditure is included also.

A more contentious item for inclusion in the state expenditure table is
the cost of enforcing the Common Fisheries Policy of the EC. This involves
the Irish authorities in patrolling a section of the vast areas of sea covered
by the community’s 200 mile zone. However as most commercial sea
fishing in Ireland takes place within 20 miles of the shore much of the
activity probably has little effect on the catches made by the Irish Fishery
Fleet. Accordingly it seems inappropriate to include all of the protection
expenses in evaluating state expenditure in relation to Fisheries. Having
said this it is clear that some costs associated with fisheries protection must
be included.

Two considerations lead to the conclusion that perhaps 15-20 per cent
of the protection costs should be attributed to the Irish sea fisheries sector.
First, the vast bulk of the Irish sea fishing takes place in an area equivalent
to 15 per cent of the waters within the Irish 200 mile zone. Hence in the
absence of a Common Fisheries Policy we would be unlikely to protect the
areas in which we do not fish. Second, Ireland catches only about 5 per
cent of the total community catch despite having 25 per cent of
community waters within its 200 mile zone. Accordingly about 20 per cent
of the total protection cost (5.0 divided by 0.25) might be appropriately
attributed to the Irish catching sector. The remainder might be deemed an
overhead cost which we pay for the many benefits of community
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membership. Hence 20 per cent of the protection costs are included in the
state expenditure in this evaluation.

The estimates for the different items of expenditure are given in Table
A.8 of the Appendix for the years 1982 to 1987 and for 1991. The figures
for 1991 are projections made by BIM and the author. Tbe totals of these
items together with the figures for output and gross value added are
brought together in Table 14. The figures in the top section of this table
show that in the years 1982 to 1987 the gross value added (GVA) of the sea
fisheries as a percentage of state expenditure rose from 192 to 309. This
represents a considerable improvement over the period. The projection
for 1991 is 401 per cent, representing a further improvement over the
coming years.

Table 14: Output and Cross Value Added of Fisheries and Agriculture Compared with State and State
plus EC Expenditure on Thtse Items 1982-1987 and Projections for 1991

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1991 (b)

Fishtriea
£’000

Total Value of Landings (a) 50,690 58,371 55.517 65.522 67,500 79,596 132,000

Gross Value Added (GVAI 33,743 38.748 36,730 43,245 44,550 52,533 87,120

State Expenditure 17,578 15,649 14,263 15,857 15,836 17,015 21,717

State plus EC Expenditure 24,079 19,301 20,563 19,539 20,714 22,293 25,717

%
OVA ;ts percentage of State

Expenditure 192 248 258 273 288 309 401

GVA as percentage of Ssate
plus EC Expenditure 140 201 179 221 215 236 239

Agriculture £ million

Gross Agricultural Product
at Market Prices (GAP) 1,268.7 1,413.0 1,613.5 1,467.9 1,413.’1 1,653.4

State Expenditure on
Agriculture 328.9 342.0 346.5 336.2 363 370(b)

State plus EC Expenditure 731.2 841.9 1,041.3 1,222.2 1,294 1,347

%
GAP a.~ percentage of State

Expenditure 386 413 466 437 389 447

GAP as percentage of State
plus EC Expenditure 174 168 155 120 109 123

N0te.~." (a) Includes landings into foreign ports, transhipments at sea as well its salmon and sea
trout caught at sea in draft and drift netS.

(b) Estimated.
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In order to havc some standard of reference similar percentages were

prepared for the agrieuhural sector for the same years (see bottom section
of Tablc 14). These ratios averaged 442 per cent for tile six years varying
from 386 per cent in 1982 to 466 per cent in 1984. By comparison with
agriculture, therefore, the return on state expenditure in sea fisheries has
been low over the past years but is becoming more favourable.

This comparison is, however, not entirely valid. In addition to state
expenditm’e the agriculttn’al sector benefits substantially fi’ot’n the common
agricultural policy of the EC. The common fishery policy does not confer
benefits of the same relative magnitudes on the fisheries sector. If EC
transfers to agricuhure and fisheries are added to state expenditure on
these activities a more favourable resuh for fisheries relative to agrieuhttre
emerges. Reference to Table 14 shows that for 1982 the fishery ratio is less
than that for agricuhure but for the years 1983 to 1987 the fisher), ratio is
higher than the other though both series are still relatively low.

This exercise goes to show that industries like agriculture and fisheries
which are primary food produ~:ers, require considerable public
expenditure to make them viable at current levels of output. O’Connor, et
at, (1983) have shown that special policies have been introduced for
agricuhure in almost all developed countries and these policies are very
expensive.

On the basis of the above analysis, both sea fisheries and agriculture
would appear to compare very unfavourably with manufacturing industry
in regard to return on state spending. The estimated value added by the
latter is currently over 27 times total IDA expenditure on industrial grants
plus administration. This ratio wotdd be reduced to about 22/1 if profit
repatriations by the multinational firms were deducted from GVA; but even
when this is done the difference is still quite substantial.

Comparison of value added/state expenditure ratios for different
sectors is, however, an exercise which must be taken with a considerable
amount of caution. The results depend on three factors.

(1) the capital intensity of the sectors
(2) the amount of private investment which goes with the state grants,

and
(3) the size of the sectors involved measured in output or value added.
As is well known, both agriculture and sea fisheries are very capital

intensive industries. Consequently, the value added per £1 invested is
much lower in these sectors than in manufacturing industry.

In regard to the second point, state investment in manufacturing
industry is only about 15 per cent of total investment in any year. Hence
when the GVA of the sector is related to the state investment, the ratio is
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high. In sea fisheries, direct state and EC investment in boats (not
including administration) is about 50 per cent of total investment in any
),ear. Accordingly, when related to total fisher), GVA, the return on this
investment is ]ower than the corresponding industrial figm’e.

The biggest problem with sea fisheries, however, is the small size of the
sector as compared with manufacturing industry. The cost of administering
the IDA industrial grant scheme is only about 14 per cent of total IDA
expenditure. On the other hand, the cost of administering sea fishing
grants by BIM is about 33 per cent of total BIM expenditure on sea fishing.
In addition, there are DeparUnent of Marine, Central Fisheries Board and
Department of Defence protection costs. When all these are taken into
account, it is found that administration and protection account for about
80 per cent of total state expenditure on sea fishing, with only about 20 per
cent of the costs going for capital and current development and repayment
of bad debts (see Table A.8).

Even if no development work were done on sea fisheries, the cost of
protecting and regulating the existing industry would have to go on so that
overall costs would not be reduced greatly. It would seem expedient.
therefore, to continue the development work. As the sector grows the
relative deadweight of the administration and protection costs will
decrease and with increased supplies it may be possible to develop the
processing industry further.

Probably the most telling reason for a continuation of support for sea
fishery development is the regional argument. The 1980 ESRI Fishery
Report (O’Connor, et al., 1980) said that malay areas within Donegal,
Mayo, Galway, Kerry, and West Cork are now thriving regions due ahnost
entirely to income from fishing. Without such incomes the), would be
deprived, under-populated areas. Because of their location there are few
other sources of income available to them. This statement is still true.
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The figures presented in this report show that there has been a very
large increase in fish landings since 1963. The volume of landings into
Irish and foreign ports has increased over the period from 25,000 tonnes
to over 240,000 tonnes. In addition there has been a considerable increase
in aquacuhure production. Farmed salmon output in 1987 at about 2,200
tonncs was about twice as high as tile wild salmon catch while there has
been a large increase also in farmed shell fish. Farmed salmon output in
1988 was 4,700 tonnes and the projection for 1989 is 6,200 tonnes.

Constraints on Future Supplies
Unfortunately a high proportion of die more valuable fish species are

under quota and these quotas are not likely to increase to any significant
extent itl future }’ears. Irish fishercnen have thus been increasing catches of
lower priced non-qnota species like horse mackerel and blue whiting. It is
important that we increase tile calch of these species for two reasons. First,
because of technology or other reasons fish prices can change dramatically
in a short time. For example, on some rnarkets in 1989 cod is dearer than
salmon whereas a few years ago cod was a rather low-priced fish. Tile
second reason is t-elated to the quota system. The present non-quota
species will inevitably be put under quota in tile craning years and since
quotas arc ahvavs based on catclles in a base ),ear, it is very important that
we continue to increase catches of these fish. At the time Ireland joined
the Common Market, our catch of the present quota species was so small
that we succceded only in gettirtg less than 5 per cent of the EC TAC, even
though wc had 25 pet- cent of Conlnlurfitv waters. We must ensure that
whcn new quolas at-e inn-oduced, we obtain a more equitable share.

A further problem relating to catclles is that the EC, in order to reduce
pressure on stocks, has directed national governments to reduce the GRT
of vcsscls in their flcets by 3 per cent on the 1984 level. This directive t-nay
be particularly severe for h’eland as it is believed that we have increased the
GRT of our fleet considerably since that date. At the moment the actual
GRT level of the active boats in tile Irish fleet is in dispute and the
Department of the Mariniz is in the conrse of drawing np a comprehensive
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fleet register to determine the exact situation. Until this review is completed
the question will remain unsettled but if il turns OUl I]lal a large reduelion
ill the GRT of the fleet has to be undertaken, il could have serious

consequences For tile BIM fishery programm,.:.
There are difficulties also with some of the quotas we already have. In

the Irish sea there are quotas which cannot be filled because the fish arc
not there, whereas in tile’ Atlantic it is ihoughl ihal tile TACs and hence
the quotas are understated. Tile aim for policy inakers would :q~pear Io be
to have some of tile h’ish sea quotas transferred to tile Atlantic. This will
not OCCl.lr automatically and tile Deparlnlenl o[" |he M:lliilc IIll.ISI havc

studies carried oul immediately to show what tile ex:~cl position is
regarding stocks in differenl areas. If we must have quolas they should be
b,+,lsed Oil sotmd scientific assesgnlell[S,

Aquac+dture
Because of the increasing demand for fish and of the slalic natttr,_" of

supplies, countries are turning more and more io fish larming in recent
years. Atlantic salmon production in particular has become very popular in
Northern European countries and until recently was a vcrv profitable
undertaking. This hldttstry is now under some thre:u because o1" rapidly
increasing production and failing prices, h is expected fluu about 200.000
tonnes of farmed Atlantic salmon will come on Ihe market in 1989
compared wifla a total world "wild" c:uch of 10,000 tonnes. The market is
having difficulty ahsorbing all these supplies and prices for small fish
dropped below cost of production in recent inolllhs. There is bound,
Iherefore, Io be a shake OUl among tile less el’licielll pn-odlnc~_q’s espcciall,v
in Norway. A levelling out of the sleep upward Irend in Norwegian
prodttclion is inevitable in the medium term. Ii-ish producers are
considered Io be very efficient and expansion of produclion, mainly I’rum
existing producers, is still going on despite Ihe fall in prices. New
producers, however, will he reluctant to cmer the induslr), tmlil prices
I’cturll to a nlore eCOllOlllic level.

Tile prospects for shellfish farming, on tile other hand, appear Io be
bright and good markets are available on the Conlinenl, particularly, for
oysters and mussels. These fish can be produced profitably in many areas
around tile coast.

Nor should other fish species he ruled out. Experiments should bc
undertaken with species like sole, brill and turbol as well as with a mmlber
of shellfish species to see if tile), can bc farmed profitably. The
enhancement of the eel population should also receive attention. The
ESB, which has pioneered salmon farming in this country, should lie
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encouraged to examine tile economic viability of growing eels in the warm
watc’rs around its power stations, particularly around the Moneypoint
station which is in constant nse, and fi’om which a regular supply of waste
heat is available.

Tile regional distribution of fish farnts needs investigation also. Except
for the ~,.Vexford Harbour mussel operation and the major development in
oysters in Carlingford t.ough, there is little aquaeuhnre activit), along the
East coast. The conclusions front a conference held in Wexford in
December 1986 was that the prospects for salmon farming in this area were
lintited due to the lack of suitably shehered deep water sites but there was
general agreentent amo~ig the experts present that a major potential
existed for shellfish cultivation in the area. It was considered that the
Wcxford/Waterford coastal areas were very suitable for the growing of
mussels, oysters, clams, escallops and possibly abalone. Reference was
made at the Conference to regenerating part of the large oyster fisher)’
which extended from Wicklow Head to Hook Head in the ]7th and 18th
centuries and which was the largest oyster fishery in Europe. Ways and
means of developing shellfish aquaculture along the Wexford/Watcrford
coast are now being examined by the South East Regional Technical
Committee (SERTEC) and the Wexford Count)’ Development Officer
(Ringwood, 1989). The possibility of appointing a marine biologist in the

area is being examined. This officer, if appointed, will carry out surveys to
locate suitable sites, stimulate interest in aquacuhure in the area and give
technical and commercial advisory information on projects. A marine
biologist in the Dingle area is doing similar work for Taidghe Mara "leo.
The appointment of similar officers in other areas, funded to some extent
by existing industry, should be investigated by BIM and Udaras na
Gaeltachta.

Aquaculture and the Environment
Considerable unease has arisen in many quarters concerning the effects

of salmon aquaculture on the marine environment. Some of the drugs used
to control disease and pests have lethal effects on other aquatic animals.
Research in this area is urgently needed to develop less environmentally
damaging treatments. The Irish Salmon Growers’ Association in liaison with
An Taisce and other environmental groups has now produced a general
code of practice on the safe use of drugs. It has also launched a programme
into the cause and treatment of fish diseases together with Bio Research
Ireland and Hamburg University. Other projects planned, in conjunction
with the Department of the Marine, include determining the effect of
escaped fish on wild stocks and the correlation of environmental data.
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Irish Processing
In fi’eland, over the years, the concentration has been on increasing the

fish catch. Up to 1963 when BIM was established in its present form there

was little worthwhile sea fishing in the state. Over the years our waters had
been fished by all the great nations of Europe while the Irish industry
languished. We have now overcome the early difficuhies regarding supplies
of fish but unfortunately the processing sector has not developed to
anything like the same extent as tide catching sector. There were vat’ious
reasons for this in tide early years. The h’ish market was small and we were
very dependent on exports. Because of the inshore nature of the fleet,
supplies of raw materials were irregular - the small boats could not go to
sea in bad weather. Also profit margins on processing were low with the
result that temporary difficuhies with markets or supplies could have
serious effects. But even now when supplies have i11creased alld become
more regular the high value added sector of the while fish processing
industry has difficulty in expanding. In recent years a higher price can he
obtained for these fish on tide fresh markel Ihan nlost h-ish processors can
pay. Consequently, it is diffieuh to survive in the industry, and many who
established in former ,vears have now been forced out o[" production. The
shellfish processing sector has, however, expanded and 01ere are good
prospects for further developments in tldis area if supplies of raw mmerials
can be increased.

In other EC slales Ihe white fish processing industry has remained viable
through the import of raw materials from Ihird countries, bul because of
our location, it is unlikely that we could be competitive using such
supplies. Transport costs fl-om tide fishing grounds to Ireland and fi’om
h’eland to the consuming market would he very high. The situation,
however, is not without some promise. Niches can be established for small
quantities of high priced white fish products oil Ibreign markets and a
iltlnlber of processors are already serving such markets.

To expand on the present level, a considerable steppillg up of ollr
market research is required. BIM is already involved in this work and has
produced a number o1" very valual)le market research re[)orts (see, for
example, BIM, 1988b). It should continue this work. IDA, Coras Trachtala
and Udaras na Gaehachta should also become involved. Trial shipments
should be arranged and we should try and cash in on our reputation in
Europe fOI1 having clear, unpolhited w.qters. To do this, emphasis mttst be
placed on hygiene and quality control in our factories.

Because pelagic species form a very high proportion of the Irish catch
and because prices for these fish are relatively low, it should be possible to
develop the pelagic processing industry, for both traditional and new
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varieties. Due to nematode infection tile demand for herring declined in
tile mid to late 1980s and prices were severely affected. As a result of new
EC regulations, the market has now recovered and the demand for herring
is beginning to pick up again. We should try and capitalise on this changed
attitude and seek to obtain a niche in tile processed herring market in
Europe. This is probably best done by establishing joint ventures with
established European processors.

To expand tile processing industry, however, will reqtfire intensive efforts
by all concerned. If tile state is to continue spending money on catching fish
it should cndcavonr to have these catches generate as much income and
enq)loyment as possible. The ESRI 1980 Fishery Study (O’Connor, et al.,
1980) quoted IDA survey data which showed that for ever), 200 tonnes of raw
herring, primary processing created an average 1.25 jobs. If the same
amount of herring were ftlrthcr processed into constlmer products an

additional 5.8 .jobs cotdd be created. In a country with our high rates of
unemployment this factor should carry a great deal of weight.

m second nlajor advantage o[" a concentration Ol1 secondary processing is
that over time it could be expected to restdt in a more stable industry, one
less subject to the whims of processors in other countries or the awtilabillty
of hard curremy in Nigeria (O Faolain, 1988, op. cir., p. 75). In die short
term profitability in the commodity markets may be high because such
markets require little investment in marketing expenditure. In tbe long
term, bowever, once tile initial entry costs have been borne, retail markets
tend to be more profitable.

The Information Requirement.s" of the Indust77
In its report to the Sectoral Developnlent Committee (The Development

of the Fishing Industry, 1984) the Scctoral Consuhativc Committee (SCC)
said: ’q’here is a general agreement that the information dealing with the
economic and social aspects of tile industry is tolally inadequate." It went
on to say thai Ihe statistics which were collected on fish landings, yield
extremely limited information. In many areas around the coast, and
I)articular]), in tile smaller fishery barbours tile frcqttcncy of collecting data
is dependent largely on the a~dlahility of the fishery staff who are required
to undertakc other duties. The SCC report concluded that tile accuracy of
tile data was questionable.

Statistical problems are not confined to h’c[and alone. Because the data
supplied to it by the member states are so variable from ),eat- to year the EC
Statistical Office in l,uxenH)oorg has ceased publishing country
consunlption figures. Such data, based on disappearance calculations, are
still produced by tile OECD but the results are not comparable as between
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conntries and indeed the variations in "within" cottt’ttry figures fi’Onl )’eat"
to year are so great that little reliance can be placed on them.

A further diffictth), will arise in 1992 when intra- con’tnlnnity foreign
trade statistics in their present form cease to be collected. Research
workers have ahvays considered that the qnantities entered on export/
import docnments were reasonably accurate atad have used these entries to
check the landing figures. Post-1992 when these docunaents are no longer
being completed there will be no good checks available. Schemes are now
being devised to deal with this problenl but the data obtained arc tmlikch,
to be as acctlt-atc as the Cttl-l-ent trade statistics. ConsttmplJon t]gtlres in
particular will have to be based on hottsehold surve),s and it is suggested
that in h-eland these surveys be carried out b)’ the Central Statistics Office
which has vast experience in this area. The CSO should also be charged
with the collection of the basic catch dztla. These should be obtained l?om

portal and other primary sales dockets and not from ship log book entries.
Where quotas are in operation the catch entries in the latler are very often
understated and species of fish are misnamed.

S*tmmar), of Recomme~Mation.~"
1. Carry out investigations immediately to have misplaced white fish

quotas transferred li’om Irish Sea to Atlantic Ocean.
2. Step tip level of exploratory fishing with EC gl~lnls in an cnde;tvour to

locate new fishing grounds Ib," non-qnota species mad possibly new
species.

Step up the level of co;lsta] surveys in ot’dcr to locate sttitablc sites for
shellfish aqnactdtttre.

4. Continue research work on new species stfitablc for fish I]trming.
5. Cart), out developn/cnl work to determine the economics nf I,u-ming

species like sole, brill, turbot, cod, abalone, clams, etc.
6. Carry out experiments on eel growing in IJlC waste hot w~ltcr al

Mone),point Power Station in Clare.
7. Improve the advisory services so as to stimttlatc interest in shellfish

farming and give technical advice to those involved.
8. Carr), ont studies to determine the efl~:ct of escaped t]lrnled s:dmon

on wild stocks and to develop cnvironmcntall), friendly mclho¢ls Ibr
the control of sahnon diseases and pests.

9. Step tip the level of market research abroad to locate profitable niches
Ibt- processed fish.

10. Negotiate joint ventures with established Ibrcign processors lot the
manufactttre in Ireland of processed products.

11. Ensnrc that there are adeqnate stqgplies of I]sh available tb," grant
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aided firms. If catching and processing development plans are not co-
ordinated surplus processing capacity could-be created.

12. Concentrate on qualit)’ and h),giene standards in the processing
industry so as to give Irish products a good name on home and export
markets.

13. Have tile Central Statistics Office be made responsible for compiling
the data on fish catches and household consumption of fish.

14. Ensure that catch data are obtained fi-om portal and other primary
sales dockets and not from log book entries.
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APPENDIX

Table A. h Quantity and I~lue of Diffnent CIn.~,~e.~ offish l~nzdtd into lri,Ox Port,~ * by Idsh Fi,O~ermen in
,~ltrlat Ytm~, 19631o 1987

7bnn,~ £’000

1963 10.688 8A20 1,182 2.886+ 25,176 829 193 37 35,1 I.,tl3

1965 14.340 10,700 3,554 4.180+ 32,774 959 251 58 431 1.699

1967 15,928 23,660 2,775 4.962+ 47,325 1,080 499 57 517 2.153

1970 15,345 45,464 6,529 10.058+ 77,396 1,428 1.275 105 1.102 3.910

1973 20,378 38.866 15,976 10.505÷ 85.725 2,374 2.802 514 1,773 7,463

1975 20,415 28.808 17.051 9,988 76.262 2,881 3.232 648 2,37,1 9,135

1977 18.887 23,129 28,750 I 1,722 82,,188 5,708 6,033 1.947 5,001 18,t~9

1980 27.230 36.800 60,141 10.715 13,1,886 8,398 9,395 4,931 6,143 28.866

1982 34.917 29,734 114,472 15.719 194.842 13.908 5.233 12,758 11.909 43.808

1983 36,01 I 32.025 86,134 16.063 170.233 17.069 5.229 10,905 12.2.99 ,t5,432

1984 37.596 31.622 71.786 23.909 164.914 18.988 4A97 7,953 13.406 44.843

1985 ,11.800 31,716 91.235 22,~38 187.749 23,685 4.315 9.471 14.29,t 51,765

1986 32,776 38.020 98A27 2,1,,150 193.673 23,281 5.872 9.625 16,965 55,743

1987 ,tl,806 39.395 110,294 25,544 217,039 32,28,1 5,680 13,300 18,936 70,209

Source: Sea and Inland Pi.~he’des RtpoH.* for ~.’ariotts years. Dublin: Stationery Office.
Notea: * Lamdings into tbleign ports b v Irish fishermen exchlded. "l’hese landings were valued at £6.8

million in 1987. In addition mackerel tu the ~tlue of £1.9 million we:e tr’anshipped :it sea in th:ll
veal,.

+ Vllhtllle l/~ll’e5 estimated from data Ol1 Illlllll~r~ I:~nded.



,%fie* 411 313 3-tX 328 371 120-1 1035 1197 13(18 1857
Brill 91 I II) 121 98 lib 151 196 2.t,": 2-t6 :{:{7
"l’url:~.l 216 2118 ]78 187 2711 571) 608 598 755 i38-I
I’laice* 2223 " ’~..t.II 304Y, 249-t 2878 16-t-I 1756 21911 2051 251-1
I):,b,: 426 .I.12 .183 461 363 9-t I01 122 1.12 113
Megrim* 1596 131(I 1377 1367 1830 628 6-t7 877 1091 ]598
( )thor i]:~t 11sh 323 -I.II 5118 .161 57!1 185 2711 :196 .t(1i 5(17
R;iv/Skate 1852 2112 2553 1!178 2370 933 1113:1 I-1-12 I ... 153 I
(](~1" 6781 5-t64 6523 581)6 7238 3922 3585 5162 -t967 63(15
Hadrhwk* 38:~ 3766 3472 21)55 2827 1-171 18116 2276 I-t98 2(}9-I
Ilakc* 986 I(H;6 i(15(I 1(126 1367 922 I010 128-t 1487 1891
Wlliting* 8313 8813 9111 69’.’7 ’ g,~3. 21187 25�)3 2543 2631) 3976
S:filhe/

Polhwk* 231XI 2351 "~’J rot’ 5___(I _ 2353 868 I()()-I 1012 1531 1358
l)ogli~h -t23-t 6235 7987 -t5t)9 79-10 8-t2 1297 21)!11~ 1563 36-16
Olher i4nuld
llsll q,l,~,l .....25.15 2285 21 -I.I ~1) ....’- 155.t 2135 ’""H 2:191 3172

Ilerring* 32025 31622 3171fi Y;81}20 39395 5229 -I.t97 -1315 F~872 56’41)
M;wkcrcl* 65537 53211 61)699 55189 7-1671 .q5.t2 6139 78.t8 6--’7F~ 9339

M:wh¢’rel 65086 43920 26571 2882,~ 30(~)3 187-1 1:{77 12"~II 2333 :{587
Si)n~ls 5511 -1655 896.1 .I 18-t 22Y, I) -189 4:{7 37.1 -IIII ’24t

Bluc Whiting 5.13 11)226 3 y,I}O 16 307 1116

"I~ .:d wcl
Iish 15"tl 7i ] -t I (}0-t 16-1752 II .1__3 19 i -19:5 :{:~21)-I 3]-136 37.171 38777 5121;-I

.%d!/;,1~
.¢,hrimps 69 75 IO-t !13 2!1 2.11 265 ,t38 -139 131
I.~ JlslZ’l ~ 41X~ 8!1~ :{(){l 292 281 2~132 :LI}2{J 2811 2~13 ~-1~11~
Cn~wfisl~ I ] I 8", 7:{ 61; 68 877 7-t3 796 685 812
Cnd,. 1686 370,1 -Ii08 3671) 333{I rb69 ) i-15 1376 131 I 2031
Esc;dl.ps -118 :{21 :{8!I 533 227 +t8 -t-16 .t51 6211 411
()ysu’~ ~ ~al 316 371 :{17 :{88 581 579 7:{2 615 937 1.150
l)ubli. Bay

I’nlwlls* " 5"~.I "~ 3!h~7 .17113 -~937 -I181 5-196 -135-I "~1100 7022 858.1
MtisselsI;’) 5739 12fi.H) ] 113!’>8 10615 1,1893 659 1351 12-111 1191 1863
Periwinkles 15,12 1902 2150 1810 1372 526 716 903 761 709
,%luid 192 263 2.17 689 I-,2 21)1 -137 .155 12-12 282
Other 75 163 2-19 357 281 ](H I!13 21EI 238 206

T, lal
Shdllkh 11])63 23909 22998 2-t.1511 255.1.t 12229 13-t07 I.t29.1 16965 18986

;dl ib.h i 7023.t 1fi.t913 1877.t9 1!13673 2171139 .15.133 -t48-13 51765 557-12 702OO



SMc 931 1(106 12(HI 1.1.~5 173~ 21~)3 ~18.1 2192 254~5 2759 2!132 33(),t 3,t37 3992 .19!19

Ih’ill 35.1 .I11 .t77 "d5 I;88 7.111 8211 8611 It.if, 1.1~3 i~;61 1785 21)’,2 2:;11 3222

"[’u d;~l 358 44.t 5]() 799 1145 1731 I .I.1.I 1389 1781 2314 ?ft.13 ?!17!1 33f~2 4(150 5J’36

Pl:~i(’r 217 247 2711 31~,1 ,157 ~’d!) 557 514 575 691) 7.10 726 7211 823 87,1

Dabs !13 81 iI4 1,13 17(i 195 21:~ 193 161~ 173 221 231) ~53 31)8 ?,13

Megrim 95 94 I I,I I.l!l 23() 211~ 26() 229 322 2t;9 391) .19.t ff37 7!18 873

Ray/Skate ITil 191 ?{N~ ??8 ?62 30(1 375 37? ,128 ,166 50.1 ,t8!) 5~i:’~ tiS() 6.t~

(:~ul 139 176 173 ?.t? 375 -t0~i ,I.18 37r~ "lJl .t82 578 656 791 855 871

Ilad(h~ck 96 ill 18i 188 ’5~7 3115 373 291
?F~

296 383 "l~O 656 727 741

Ilakc 14I 1:5() 176 ?88 456 428 571 499 li7.1 764 9311 9,17 i?23 14,1!1 I N-I,t

Whiling 1~ 70 90 ll~.l 205 217 ?28 II17 177 182 251 28,1 27!1 3811 428

Saithe 82 97 118 142 ?55 31)1 312 297 293 385 347 427 456 406 48,1

[)~iish na na m~ n;~ n~ I~() ll~.) 103 151 71)1 199 208 21~ 3,17 459

Ilerring 7? I(~) 112 147 ?61 29:5 ~87 255 170 tTli 163 147 131i 154 144

Mackcle] 46 43 4,1 (il 77 63 7,1 83 1115 113 I :’~() 115 129 119 125

Sprats 17 19 I 7 25 33 38 67 75 (~3 7,1 89 9,1 9,1 98 112

Salmon* 1268 1074 1377 3554 3:"d {) ~31’11 48113 :’i(il 6 3527 43(~) 4357 5?38 4964 34,’;5 4(~.)0

.~mrre: .~l and Inland I’i#~i~ Ib~ortl ~f l)eparllnent ,ff ,’,t~rine and BI M.

* The sahnon price is the ~eighted average of wild ;rod flu’reed salmon p~ices.



1973 197~ 1975 1976 1977 197,~’ 1979 19S0 19,~’1 19,~’2 19,~’3 19,~’4 19,~5 1986 19A’7

S.Ic 931 8611 8,t9 S!I0 913 11)26 9,t5 802 780 71t; fi89 ,t98 705 789 860

Tutl~t 358 379 3fil ,t79 6114 61)3 625 51)~q 5,11 5111 521 63,t 690 80~1 ~7

I’laicc 217 211 195 218 241 25,t 2,tl 188 175 179 174 157 1.1,~ 163 lli,~

Ra!’/Sk~m: 161 163 I,II 137 138 1511 162 136 1311 121 118 106 lift 123 12.1

(i,,d 139 I~11 1’.)2 1,15 1!18 199 19,1 137 1~5 125 13fi 1,12 162 169 167

II;idd,,ck 9fi 95 128 113 17’-) 179 161 107 78 77 9O II1"1 135 1,1,t 1,1~

Whiliulg 68 60 fi,I fi5 1(18 10ft 9!} 61 5,t ,17 5!1 61 "p7 75 N2

IL~’, dllg 72 85 79 85 138 I,t3 12,1 !13 52 ,lfi 3,~ 31 2,~ 3(I 2,’~

31;~1 ktrlcl .tli 37 31 37 ,II 31 32 30 32 29 31 25 ~ll ~,l 2’1

S;dm,,tl 12fi8 !118 il7,t 21~9 IS50 1fi57 21178 13~,1 11172 J119 102,1 113,1 1111!1 6N9 78,1

>



"Ihbh: A.5: Indirrs* o/ l~lurm" l~#~ fo, Mmt ,nd l’7.~h 1973-198711975. IOd)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 19,1�5 19,~’6 1987

I)cmersal 100 Ik5.3 196.7 .1:~ " .4 9.33.3’ 198.0 216.9 244.6 203.6 330.6 381.9 ,t,13.9 ,171.4 --.~

_0t.0 210.0 213.6 193.1 204.9 216.8 19..0 203.¢) 202.2 223.2Pelagic 100 13,.3 219.5 ’~

All Wet Fish 100 129.7 202,4 212.2 22~.7 206.6 203.7 225.6 251.0 ’,-53.7 282.7 ’~.93.9’ 320.4 ":-

Shellfish 100 13~.. 160.3 218.0 275.1 .1:,.6 296.4 376.3 ~16.6 392.9 392.8 426.1 575.1

m
Acrindtute

9 ’ " 9 "Fal Caule 100 135.7 165.7 197.1 .03..’, 197.5 243.6 .67.~ 280.1 288.7 281.0 269.8 288.9 2

¯ 9 294.9 297.5Sheep 100 142.0 151.1 221.4 254.1 229.7 289.7 287.1 301.,I    303.. 311.6

Pigs 100 109.0 130.2 135.9 135.0 138.4 158.2 173.7 171.7 184.4 180.6 160.9 157.1 ~,,

Consumer Pdre.s

Ca, nsumer Prices 100 118.0 134.1 144.3 163.4 193.2 232.6    272.5    301.0    326.9 344.7 357.8 369.0

* In conslrucLing the fish price indices, prices fi3r lhe different fish species were weighted by the 1982 landings. Cattle, sheep and pig price indices were taken
from differenl issues of lhe Statistical Bulletin of die (kSO.



1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 19,~0 1981 1982 1983 1984 19,~5 1986 1987

£/Ib
I"ish

Wlfifing fillets 0.384 0.305 0.578 0.663 0.754 0.774 0.834 0.908 I.(Xi7 1.198 1.190 1,339 1,333

Cod cutlets 0.462 0.506 0.685 (I.774 0.916 0,958 1,055 1,203 1.,176 1.508 1.675 1.858 1,918

Plaice fillets 6.60,1 0.66,1 0.816 0.955 1.113 1.178 1.290 1.438 1.7,10 1.846 1.969 2.152 2.198

t~,S
Rourld ste~ik 0.651 0.87.1 1.129 1.315 1.553 1.618 1,86,1 2.178 2.258 2.456 2.531 2.513 2.552

Sivl.in steak 0.769 1.005 1.312 1.538 1.815 1.911 2.230 2.6,11 2.736 2.!)95 3.077 3.133 3,212

3hilton

I.oin ch~0)s 0.680 0.8,3.1 1,093 1.283 1.6~7 1.7.17 1.979 2.332 2.552 2.858 2.8*t9 3,150 3.0,18

Polk

I:~,itl chop’; 9.719 9.8.t9 0.983 1.125 1,227 1.320 1.525 1.805 [.868 1.934 1.999 2.084 2.150

Bamn and ham

B;ick r’aslle~ s 11.70,1 0.892 0.980 I. 108 1.20,1 1.3fl6 1.51 I 1,773 1.813 1.9,11 2.072 2.058 2.(FJ8

I I;im lirlccloked 0.6,19 0.7.t2 0.8,1,1 f~.892 0.991 [.1139 1.16,t 1.325 1.270 1.313 1.296 1.281 [,312

I’mi, Indire~ 1975 = I00*

Fish 100 107.9 I,t3.,t 165.0 191.9 200.7 210.2 2,1,1.8 295.,I 318.1 333.3 368.9 375.8

Beef 100 [33.3 173.1 202.3 238,9 250.3 2011.3 3,11,8 35,1.1 31"t6.6 397.7 ,100A ,108.8

Mu[Ion 100 130.0 160,7 18~.7 2,18.1 250.9 29[.f~ 342.9 375.3 .12f}.3 419.11 463.2 ,148.2

Pil4nlcat 100 [[6.5 [3[.9 I,t6.6 [60.5 [71.9 [97.0 23fl.0 2~’12.2 2,13.3 251.7 25,1.,t 2611.,3

S~mrre: Irish ~at~ticrd Bttll~tin various i~sues.

* "I’hcse indica[cs are unwcightcd a~ ct~lgt’s ill Ihe prices sh4~wn ill 01c upper" sccliqm 4~f¸;]l~: I~1}11~:,



6O TIll:- IRISH SEA I:ISIIIN(; INDUSTRY

Tabh’ A.7: 15~nripal Ma~hels fm’16,~h Fi,d~ I’.~pm’ls,* /987

FI3uIct" 22,657 31.043

,lapan 19,727 18.343

~’;rt’at Britain 24.83-1 13.966
~,%~",1 (;crmanv 17,232 I 1.404

Spain 5,359 &993

Nigt:ria 25,233 7,856
Northern h’eland 16,2,~3 7.271
Netherland~ 14,63~ 6.704

Odlt’r 36.571 18,361
’f< +l a l I ~2.534 123,9,t I *

Statue: Central Slalislics Olficc, I)ublin.

* Exchtding direct exp.rls inu~ Ihrcign i~01s and t’Xl~rls <~f fishnleal, oil, ~tc:,
- [h’<~hlct wcighl.

"l~d~lc A,8: ~ate l".xpendituw o. ,~ecl ~he~i~, 1982-1991

Ex[~ndit~++~: 1982 1~3 19,~!4 198J 1986 1987 1991<;I)

Delm~tment .[ Mat4ne era: £’(KK)

.~ca Fisheries I)e~elopmenl 322 2,~1 ’..~)6 307 386 371 400

Fishel y Harh<mls 3,931 2,3~4 1,223 1,3~1 1,190 1,697 4,1H)0

Ov,zrheads io Ya:a Fi:,heries I,t~l 2,+1OI 2,2~4 2,503 2,:311 3,:~18 3,800
Inland Fi~,heries <hj 2,571 2,:351 2.3,"46 2,740 2,~41 2,8(~ 3,000

I~.d ~rai~h Mham:

Currenl devel.pmen~ Ic J 2,117,~ 1,6~16 1,3H4 I,~lq 1,247 797 bll.~

Capital I)cvch~pment 2.1)22 I ,:37~ 1,176 1,089 1,0~3 1,294 2.71 I

Rt’paymenls Wriucn ( )f ~ll(I ~()l) (~0 1.1~)0 1,2:30 1,2:50 1,250

Adlnilfi~,t rati~ln c~f (~ufrcnl~
and Capilal I)eveh~pnlcnt 807 91 I 96~ t.~T] ~6 936 796

( ).;~+r hewrls ~96 919 703 ~:~+1 7~7 1593 685

R.inn n~ (;aeltm~ta:
Marint" ’~’fi ~r k~, 116 217 319 273 17~ 199 2(~)

.~+lm+m I~e~m~ 7).~t :3’I 60 :37 70 70 :3(I 60

I’~hea~ 15.lerli~n I+1~ 2,31)1) 2.:~0 2,~20 3,180 3,300 3.4(~) 4,000

"l),;al I 7.~;78 15.t~t9 14.263 IB,857 I 5.,~36    17.01:3    21.717
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